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INTRODUCTION 
 
etween 1800 and 1817, the Church Missionary Society considered the peoples of the 
Northern Rivers of Sierra Leone, also called the Rivières du Sud by the French, as its 
major objective for conversion to Christianity in West Africa. From its founding in London in 
1799, the Society had envisioned Susu as being the projected language that would carry 
Christianity into the African continent. Susu was spoken in the whole of the region from the 
Rio Nunez to the Sierra Leone River, at least to the degree that it was either the principal 
language used by these peoples or the dominant trade language of the area, if one discounted 
English, which was regularly spoken by traders who dealt with Europeans in the Atlantic 
trade or with British governed settlers who resided at Freetown at the mouth of the Sierra 
Leone River. From 1803, when the Society successfully obtained candidates to serve as its 
first missionaries for the African field, the Society trained its missionary recruits at schools 
located in London to speak in the Susu language, as well as in Arabic, which also was used 
by some groups that had converted to Islam. In any case, the section of coast occupied by 
Susu speakers was deemed the most advantageous for the Society’s purposes and for 
conversion, especially among those peoples who had allied themselves with the Atlantic 
commerce and had not yet become fully "islamized".1 It was natural, then, that the Society 
would be interested in detailing and defining the peoples who were indigenous to this coastal 
region. This continuing fascination with Susu countries led, in part, to the report by the 
Reverend Leopold Butscher in c.1815. It was the first systematic attempt to delineate peoples 
from the state of Moria northward to the Rio Nunez.    
utscher was not the first missionary, however, to travel into this section of the Northern 
Rivers. Even before the Society’s formation in 1799, two missionaries from the 
Edinburgh Missionary Society had established residence in the Rio Pongo – Henry Brunton, 
in 1798, and Peter Greig, from 1798 to 1800. Both Brunton and Greig had been captivated by 
the prospects of establishing schools there among the Susu and producing a grammar and 
word list of the Susu language, which had not yet been put into script form. Greig was killed 
in 1800 by a group of traders from the interior whom he had befriended, and he left no record 
of observations or analyses.2 Brunton returned to Edinburgh in 1800 with a Susu boy and 
continued his work on the Susu grammar and vocabulary list, which was published as A 
Grammar and Vocabulary of the Susoo Language, to which are added, The Names of some of 
the Susoo Towns, near the Banks of the Rio Pongas; a Small Catalogue of Arabic Books, and 
A list of the names of the learned men of the Mandinga and Foulah Countries in 1802. 
Brunton also worked closely with a Society for the Education of Africans which 
commissioned a school for boys whom Zachary Macaulay3 had brought to England from 
                                                          
1  The early period of formation within the Church Missionary Society and its fascination with the Susu 
language are discussed in detail in Stiv Jakobsson, Am I Not a Man and a Brother? (Uppsala: Almqvist and 
Wiksells, 1972); Charles Hole, The Early History of the Church Missionary Society for Africa and the East 
to the End of AD 1814 (London: CMS, 1896); Samuel Abraham Walker, Missions in Western Africa among 
the Soosoos, Bulloms, etc. (Dublin: William Curry, 1845). 
2  Christopher Fyfe, A History of Sierra Leone (London: Oxford University Press, 1962), 75-76; Stiv 
Jakobsson, Am I Not a Man, 117-118; Walker, Missions in Western Africa, 171-173. 
3  See Suzanne Schwarz, ed., Zachary Macaulay and the Development of the Sierra Leone Company, 1793-4. 
Part I. Journal, June-October 1793 (Leipzig: University of Leipzig Papers on Africa, History & Culture 
Series No. 4, 2000). 
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Sierra Leone in 1799-1800 and with the Church Missionary Society in preparing study aids in 
Susu and religious tracts written in the Susu language. Brunton’s introduction to his 
Grammar clearly promoted the notion that Susu would be the preferred language of 
conversion and suggested that the boys being educated at the Clapham-based school would 
be prepared as a vanguard of teachers, catechists, and perhaps ministers to carry the Christian 
faith into the continent, and in the Susu language.4   
n 1804 the first missionaries sent to Africa by the Church Missionary Society arrived at 
Freetown to prepare for their placement within Susu country or among the Susu peoples. 
For nearly four years, however, no missionary station was planted outside of Freetown for a 
variety of reasons. The Society had accepted the advice of officials attached to the Sierra 
Leone Company, which would serve as the missionaries’ host and protector, that a period of 
seasoning and service to the Freetown settlement should precede any missionary settlement 
among neighboring peoples. The Colony’s own spiritual needs, missionaries’ continuing 
bouts with fevers, and disagreements between former governors of the settlement, who 
espoused different objectives for the Society’s activities upon the coast, combined to keep the 
missionaries linked to the settlement and to delay realization of the Society’s objectives.5 
Among the first two missionaries, the Reverend Peter Hartwig was the less willing to adapt to 
the Freetown environment and to confused circumstances that evolved there. In consequence, 
the settlement’s authorities, also acting as the Society’s agency at Freetown, increasingly sent 
him into regions where Susu was spoken, primarily to keep him from creating "mischief" 
within the settlement and secondarily to survey possible mission sites and learn country ways. 
Hartwig lived among the peoples and resident slave-trading merchants of the Rio Pongo for 
three months in 1805 and within the states of Sumbuya and Moria for nearly nine months in 
1806. His journals and reports about these regions are insightful, informative, and important 
in their own right.6    
y the time that Leopold Butscher arrived in West Africa late in 1806, options for 
planting mission stations within areas where Susu was spoken had been considerably 
reduced by events and circumstances. Everyone agreed that Moria was the most stable of the 
region’s states and could best protect the missionaries, if its ruler agreed to their presence. All 
also knew, however, that Moria was governed by Muslim Mandingos who would vigorously 
oppose any mission or school that questioned either Islam or local tradition. The Susu state of 
Sumbuya, located directly to the north of Moria, was ruled by a non-Muslim leader, but its 
ruler was advised by a Prime Minister, of sorts, who was a devout Muslim. The latter was the 
father of Dala Modu Dumbuya, who had operated a Sumbuya trading agency on the outskirts 
of Freetown since c.1796, and for a time Dala Modu had been considered a friend of the 
settlement. In November 1806, however, Governor Thomas Ludlam of Sierra Leone levied 
dubious charges of buying and selling of slaves against him and forced his removal from 
Freetown. This expulsion effectively chilled formal relationships between the settlement and 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
 
4  Jakobsson, Am I Not A Man, 122-123; Hole, Early History, 47-50; Walker, Missions in Western Africa, 173, 
181-183; "Introduction" in Henry Brunton, A Grammar and Vocabulary of the Susoo Language, to which 
are added, The Names of some of the Susoo Towns, near the Banks of the Rio Pongas; a Small Catalogue of 
Arabic Books, and A list of the names of the learned men of the Mandinga and Foulah Countries 
(Edinburgh: J. Ritchie, 1802). See P.E.H. Hair, "Susu Studies and Literature: 1799-1900," Sierra Leone 
Language Review, 4 (1965): 38-53, for a listing of Brunton’s works.  
5  Hole, Early History, 128-130. 
6  Walker, Missions in Western Africa, 193-211. See also CMS Archive, Birmingham (hereafter "CMS")  
CA1/E1/116a, 116c, 116d, Journals of Rev. Peter Hartwig. 
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Sumbuya for several years. In effect, by late 1806, both Moria and Sumbuya had been 
removed from the Society’s list of possible mission sites by events beyond the Society’s 
control. Despite that realization, however, Moria in particular was considered  a secure area 
into which missionaries could be safely sent, if for no other reason than to learn the Susu 
language and become acquainted with local customs and practices.   
utscher’s exposure to this section of coast was perhaps more extensive than that of his 
missionary colleagues, except for that of Peter Hartwig, who lived in exile in Moria 
from 1807 to 1814. The missionaries Butscher, Gustavus Reinhold Nyländer, and Johann 
Gottfried Prasse arrived at Freetown on 22 September 1806, while Hartwig was still at 
Bereira in the state of Moria and just before the Colony expelled Dala Modu Dumbuya from 
the Freetown settlement. For whatever reason, Butscher was chosen to become a member of 
an official delegation from Freetown that went to Forékariah, capital of Moria, between 26 
November and 7 December 1806, to explain to Alimaami Amara, Moria’s ruler, the reasons 
for Dala Modu’s expulsion from the colony.7 During this mission, Butscher clearly allied 
himself with the official interpretation of events that had transpired at Freetown, the 
Company’s views concerning mission prospects within the region, and the dispute then 
running between Governor Ludlam and Missionary Hartwig. Alexander Smith was the 
delegation’s leader. Smith had visited Moria several times on official business before this 
time, and he clearly had formed strong opinions about this state’s, and Sumbuya’s, potential 
for mission activities.8 This eleven-day exposure to the settlement’s and Sierra Leone 
Company’s opinions certainly influenced Butscher’s own impression of this section of the 
Northern River. His report of this voyage and his observations while at Forékariah were very 
much in line with those notions held by Smith and other officials from the Colony.    
utscher returned to Moria, along with the missionaries Melchior Renner and Prasse, on 
10 January 1807 and remained there until 31 March. His journal of that visit is revealing 
of his own attitudes about Moria as a mission site, his impressions about Muslim influence 
upon that state, and his opinion that Sumbuya too was by that date outside the Society’s 
reach. This journal demonstrated, however, that he came into frequent contact with Muslim 
teachers and obtained a basic understanding of the political and social character of the region. 
While in Moria, the missionaries had used Bereira as their base, and, from that location, they 
traveled widely through Moria and into Sumbuya. Butscher reported that officials at 
Freetown had provided them with letters of introduction that had labeled them as traders, but 
it is clear that Butscher’s earlier visit had spoiled that characterization somewhat, for 
Alimaami Amara continued to treat him as an educated man, in a category similar to that of 
Muslim teacher or Moriman/Marabout. This gained Butscher access to information within 
Moria that perhaps would have been unavailable to a traveling trader or merchant. Butscher’s 
report of his travel in Sumbuya is instructive, although not in the detail provided by Hartwig 
in his own earlier journals. Butscher seems to have been more interested in explaining 
reasons why missionary success could not occur there than in describing the peoples with 
whom he came in contact. Still, this journal clearly shows that Butscher obtained an 
appreciation, of sorts, of the land and peoples that comprised the states of Moria and 
                                                          
7  Walker, Missions in Western Africa, 215-216; CMS CA1/E1/86, Butscher to Pratt, 12 December 1806. 
8  "Alexander Smith Journal, 1 December to 19 December 1802," in Guinea Journals: Journeys into Guinea-
Conakry During the Sierra Leone Phase, 1800-1821, edited by Bruce L. Mouser (Washington, DC: 
University Press of America, 1979), 115-136; "Alexander Smith Journal, 28 February to 8 April 1805," in 
Bruce L. Mouser, "The 1805 Forékariah Conference: A Case of Political Intrigue, Economic Advantage, 
Network Building," History in Africa 25 (1998), 236-262. 
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Sumbuya.9 Butscher also traveled overland from Bouramaya to Wonkapong in May 1812.10   
or all practical purposes the missionaries spent the remainder of 1807 at Freetown, 
dealing with a misunderstanding that had developed in June 1807 between the 
settlement’s leaders and the parent Church Missionary Society after Hartwig’s abrupt 
departure from mission service in February of that year. During 1807 the missionaries 
remained tied to the settlement, with the exception of a visit to the Rio Pongo in October-
December by Butscher to investigate the possibility of establishing a mission station along 
the Bassaya/Fatala River.11 It is clear, however, that during that interval Butscher firmly allied 
himself to the position of the Company-led leadership group and consolidated his standing as 
perhaps senior among the missionaries with respect to an earned role as respected conciliator 
between the Colony’s leadership and the missionaries. Clearly Butscher was the most 
politically sensitive and effective among the missionaries then constituting the mission.   
rom early in 1808 until November 1812 Butscher remained situationally attached to the 
Bassaya Mission that the missionaries established in the Bassaya/Fatala branch of the Rio 
Pongo. While Renner remained Mission Superior, perhaps on the basis of longevity in the 
Society’s service, time on the African coast, and age, Butscher played an important role in the 
mission’s foundation, maintenance, and growth.12 The dispute between Renner and Hartwig 
lingered to raise questions about Renner’s own suitability to govern the small but growing 
group of missionaries, and Butscher was the logical best alternative for leadership. Indeed, in 
1812, when the Society decided that one of the missionaries should report in person to the 
Society’s directors in London, it was Butscher who was selected to perform that task. While 
Butscher was in London, Nyländer, who was then acting as Freetown’s chaplain, petitioned 
for leave to establish a mission on the Bullom Shore, and that request was granted. Upon 
Butscher’s return to Africa in 1813, Butscher became the Colony’s new chaplain with the 
added task of superintending the Christian Institution on Leicester Mountain and directing all 
government schools for liberated Africans at Freetown. Butscher did request permission to 
establish a Susu-focused mission school at Bouramaya on the Konkouré River near the Rio 
Pongo in 1814, but after only a few months he assigned that station to the newly arrived 
missionary Jonathan Klein.13 From 1813 until his death on 17 July 1817, except for the brief 
period at Bouramaya, Butscher remained at Freetown, providing liaison between the 
missionaries and colonial officials and vital direction to the colony’s schools.14   
is tenure at Freetown was an important period of transition with respect to the 
relationship between the settlement and the missionary stations in the Pongo area. Slave 
trading had ended legally in 1808 for British and American nationals living upon the coast or 
visiting Africa’s shores. To be sure, one of the reasons that missions in the Rio Pongo had not 
begun before 1808 may have been the belief that Christianity, "civilization," and commerce, 
seen synonymously, could not prevail upon the continent until the slave trade had ended. 
Indeed, for a time slave traders resident along the coast and shippers visiting the coast were 
                                                          
9  CMS CA1/E1/117a, Butscher’s Journal of 10 January to 31 March 1807, translated from the German. For 
Hartwig, see CA1/E1/116c, Hartwig’s Journal, 9 April 1806 to 13 July 1806; CA1/E1/116d, Hartwig’s 
Journal, July 1806 to 7 December 1806. 
10  Walker, Missions in Western Africa, 258-260; CMS CA1/E2/103, Butscher to Secretary, 22 October 1811. 
11  Hole, Early History, 132-133; Walker, Missions in Western Africa, 220-221.  
12  Walker, Missions in Western Africa, 221-227. 
13  Walker, Missions in Western Africa, 300; Jakobsson, Am I Not a Man, 136-137. 
14  Church Missionary Society, Register of Missionaries (London: [CMS, 1904] ), 2.  
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reluctant to test the new laws, and all commerce in the rivers had come to a near halt.15 By 
1811, however, the established slave trade had come back with new vigor at a time when 
Britain and the United States seemed to be more engaged elsewhere and unable or unwilling 
to bring their subjects fully into line. Two new governors at Sierra Leone, moreover, Charles 
Maxwell (1811-15) and Charles MacCarthy (1816-1818), had come from military 
backgrounds and were determined to bring changes to the coast. Maxwell had continued as 
commander of royal forces in West Africa after becoming governor, and he ordered 
numerous raids against slave traders in the Rio Pongo. Perhaps Maxwell believed that it was 
possible to transform this coast by military action alone and that, through such means, the 
position of Pongo-based missionaries would be reinforced and accepted. By 1814, however, 
it was clear that Maxwell’s raids were provoking traders and headmen alike and were 
genuinely endangering the status of missions more than they were helping it. Still, in a 
November 1814 meeting, Maxwell agreed to continue the Colony’s protection of the 
missionaries, to build a new church in Freetown, to increase the salary of the chaplain, and to 
place all liberated children under the Society’s care.16   
fter MacCarthy became acting governor late in 1814, opposition to missionaries and 
missions within the Rio Pongo continued to grow, and MacCarthy increasingly came to 
believe that the Colony could not effectively protect the missionaries if they were determined 
to remain in the river. The numbers of liberated African children within the Freetown 
settlement had grown, moreover, to more than 1000, and schools were needed there to 
transform these new residents into compliant members of the population. In aggregate, the 
colonial leadership reasonably preferred that the missionaries leave the Rio Pongo, where 
they could not be protected and where the slave trade continued, and that they move 
themselves and their schools to Freetown, where they could assist the Colony and make a 
greater impact among the liberated Africans. Indeed, MacCarthy abruptly ended the practice 
of sending liberated Africans to attend the Society’s schools in the Rio Pongo, effectively 
signalling the Colony’s dissatisfaction with the status quo.17    
his action by MacCarthy also coincided, approximately, with an important visit by a 
member of the Society’s board, Assistant Secretary Edward Bickersteth, to the coast in 
1816-1817. The Society and its directors were understandably concerned in 1815-1816 about 
reports coming from the missionaries, about continuing disputes between the missionaries 
that threatened the mission’s success, and about increasing requests for assistance in 
educating liberated Africans increasing in numbers at Freetown. It was also clear that it 
would be helpful for a member of the Society’s board to visit its longest missionary effort. 
Bickersteth would serve as an outside observer who could assess the situation on the ground, 
as someone unencumbered by the experience of personal antagonism that had arisen among 
the missionaries. In 1816 and 1817, Bickersteth traveled widely throughout the Pongo and 
Konkouré rivers region and met with Governor MacCarthy in Freetown, where the 
Government’s position was clarified. He also met with numerous headmen, all of whom were 
friendly during his visit and seemed to welcome missionaries residing in their midst. But it is 
                                                          
15  George E. Brooks, Jr., Yankee Traders, Old Coasters & African Middlemen: A History of American 
Legitimate Trade with West Africa in the Nineteenth Century (Boston: Boston University Press, 1970), 58ff. 
16  Jakobsson, Am I Not a Man, 180-181; Walker, Missions in Western Africa, 230-232, 273-280, 307-330. 
Fyfe, History, 120-124, notes that MacCarthy served as Acting Governor while Maxwell was convalescing 
in England but that he was appointed Governor only in 1816. A. B. C. Sibthorpe, The History of Sierra 
Leone (London: Elliot Stock, 1881), states that Maxwell served from 1 July 1811 to 10 July 1814 and 
MacCarthy from 11 July 1814 to 21 January 1824. 
17  Jakobsson, Am I Not a Man, 181-183. 
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clear that Bickersteth was aware of rapidly changing conditions at Freetown, where the 
numbers of liberated Africans grew daily, and of vast opportunities that were opened to the 
Society there. Bickersteth’s general conclusions were that the Society could do both tasks, 
retain missionary stations in the Rio Pongo and expand its own activities within the Colony.18   
utscher’s report of c.181519 comes after Maxwell’s tenure as governor and before the 
significant change in direction suggested by Governor MacCarthy’s important decision 
and certainly before the Assistant Secretary’s visit to the coast in 1816. His report reflects, 
therefore, a positive view of missionary efforts within the Rio Pongo and correspondingly 
less positive prospects for activities in either Moria or Sumbuya. At first glance, his purpose 
may have been to summarize his own observations upon his removal from the Pongo to 
Freetown, perhaps in a review that could be used by the Society in making plans for future 
ventures. If that were the case, however, it is puzzling that he spent so little time or space 
describing circumstances or activities of the missionaries in the Rio Pongo or Konkouré 
River. Another possibility is that this report was written intentionally as a brief report for the 
Assistant Secretary in his preparations for his visit to the coast in 1816. As a concise review 
of peoples who lived along this coast, it is sufficient, although not exhaustive.    
utscher’s report is important for several reasons. Aside from journals and published 
monographs written by travelers who had visited this coast and who generally described 
what they saw in a chronological sequence, this was the first attempt by a person based at 
Freetown or from Sierra Leone to describe the coast in an order other than that written by a 
traveler. He systematically designated each group and approximate locations, moving from 
south to north and using landforms and descriptions, in effect to draw boundaries of sorts. His 
report is concise, however brief, which may have been his purpose and task. He assigned 
each group essentially to a location or situation, and these circumstances were largely 
corroborated by other sources from the time. While his report is perhaps insufficiently 
specific for placement of peoples in the Rio Nunez region, his description of peoples and 
states in the Sumbuya or Zumbia region is sufficiently vague and yet insightful. Unlike the 
specificity given by Peter McLachlan in 1821, Butscher loosely clustered the peoples of 
Sumbuya state with those of the Baga-Kalum, effectively suggesting that they belonged to the 
same political and ethnic entity. This may indeed have been the better conclusion, for the 
Treaty of Cession for the Iles de Los, drawn and signed in July 1818, listed the Dumbuya 
lineage of Wonkapong as signatories, in addition to those more immediate relatives of Mangé 
Demba, nominal ruler of the Baga-Kalum. Butscher also identified a separate group, the 
Kanias, whom McLachlan coupled in his description with the Baga-Kalum. Even McLachlan 
noted, however, that the residents of Taban town were sometimes considered as a separate 
group, perhaps Butscher’s Kanias.20    
                                                          
18  Walker, Missions in Western Africa, 387-425. 
19  CMS, G/AC 15/24, "Account of the Mandingoes, Susoos, & other Nation[s], on the West. [= Western?] 
Coast of Africa". 
20  For McLachlan, see Peter McLachlan, Travels into the Baga and Soosoo Countries in 1821, 2nd  edition, 
edited by Bruce L. Mouser and Ramon Sarro (Leipzig: University of Leipzig Papers on Africa, History and 
Culture Series, No. 2, 1999). The "Treaty of Cession" is included as an appendix in the above. For more on 
Baga/Susu relations, see Mahawa Bangura, "Contribution à l’histoire des Sosoe du 16e au 19e siécle," 
Mémoire de fin d’études supérieures, Institut Polytechnique Gamal Abdel Nasser, Conakry, 1971-72; Bruce 
L. Mouser, "Qui étaient les Baga? Perceptions européennes, 1793-1821," in Migrations anciennes et 
peuplement actuel des Basses-Côtes Guinéennes. Actes du colloque international de l'Université de Lille 1, 
les 1er, 2 et 3 décembre 1997, Numéro spéciale des cahiers Lillois (Paris: l'Harmattan, 2000). 
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utscher’s appeal for understanding of the particular economic turmoil then being 
experienced on the coast as a result of the end of the slave trade was very much in 
keeping with the thinking of the Society at the time.21 In effect, Butscher argued that the 
period of economic transition and its problems were the direct result of political decisions 
made earlier in England or outside the continent and that some repayment ought to be made 
to Africa for past wrongs brought to it during the slave trading years. Certainly the Society 
had considered those schools in the Pongo and Konkouré rivers as partial repayment of that 
debt. But many also believed that a deliberate policy of increasing markets in Britain and 
adjusting tariffs placed upon African products or changes in navigation laws requiring that 
goods be carried only in British vessels might be part of such repayment and might bring the 
sought economic and social transformation. Butscher continued here the Society’s official 
position of drawing a distinction between colonial goals and missionary goals with respect to 
schools on the continent. From its beginning, the Society had specifically decreed that its 
sights were set on missions and schools to the Africans, and in particular to the Susu peoples. 
While the Society would continue to fill the Colony’s spiritual needs, it would leave the 
settlement’s schools to the Colonial Administration and the African Institution for staffing. 
That policy was about to change.   
he Appendices include an "Extract from the Journal of the Earliest Missionaries" which 
appeared in Walker, Missions in Western Africa, Among the Soosoos, Bulloms &c. 
(London: Curry, 1845), 569-572. Its authorship is uncertain. Two additional maps are 
included here. The first is a "Map of Part of the Western Coast of Africa" which was printed 
as a frontis-piece in Walker’s work. The second is a map of the Rio Nunez drawn from a 
sketch found in PRO CO2/5, Expedition of Discovery, 1816-1817, originally framed by 
Adophe Kummer.    
he original "Account" apparently remained fundamentally untouched in the archive since 
it was deposited, for no authority appears to have cited it as a source on the Susu and 
Baga peoples of the coast. It was written in a clear hand and was easily transcribed. I am 
indebted to the American Philosophical Society, which provided research funds for two visits 
to the United Kingdom during which time I discovered this document. As always, others also 
have been instrumental in making it possible to conduct research from afar. Lavonia 
McCarty, Jean Bonde, and Mary Baldwin of the Interlibrary Loan Office, Murphy Library, 
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse, have always been supportive of my many unusual 
requests. The staff at Birmingham University Library, Manuscript Division, Birmingham 
University, United Kingdom, have been most helpful in my enquiries. The document is 
reproduced here with the kind permission of the Church Missionary Society. 
                                                          
21  Jakobsson, Am I Not a Man, 119-121. 
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Account of the Mandingoes, Susoos, & other Nation[s],  
on the West. Coast of Africa 
by the Reverend Butscher  
 
An Account of a part of the Western Africa inhabited by the Mandingoes, 
Zumbias, Kanias, Súsus, Nellos & Lantamers, by the Missionary Butscher, 
who resided from 18061 to 1812, at the Settlement called Bashia on the 
Pongo River, about 60 miles from the sea shore, and about 160 miles North 
of Sierra Leone 
 
[Mandingo] 
n entering the Mandingo Country2 (which is the nearest to Sierra Leone) from the sea 
side, the aspect of the country appears flat, but rises gradually, & is covered with small 
thick bushes. The rivers are short; their sources being, in general, but about 60 miles from the 
                                                          
1 In fact, the missionaries were forced to remain at Freetown until early in 1808, when the first missionary 
settlement at Bassaya on the Fatala branch of the Rio Pongo was started. Butscher arrived in Freetown late in 
1806; perhaps he meant here that he lived in the vicinity of this region from 1806 to 1812, after which time he 
moved to Freetown (November 1813) and became the mission Superior from that site after the Reverend 
Nyländer requested leave to establish a mission on the Bullom Shore opposite Freetown. 
2 The term "Mandingo Country" was commonly used by British officials at Freetown to refer to that section of 
coast occupied by Mandingo peoples and whose political capital was located at Forékariah, in the headwaters 
of the Forékariah River. See also Appendix for another account of the Mandingo. The name of the state that 
these Mande-speaking peoples founded near the coast was known locally as Moria, but the name of  Kissi 
Kissi (Kissey Kissey) was also used, because the Forékariah River above the capital was called Kissi Kissi. 
Moria was founded in the early eighteenth century by Islamized peoples from the interior who came 
coastward in a wave of religious and commercial expansion. Salt, kola, cloth and European manufactures or 
American produce were in high demand in the interior, and these Mande migrants sought to link themselves 
to this natural commerce. Goods sought by European resident merchants and ship captains included ivory, 
gold, gum, and, of course, slaves during the heyday of that commerce. The identity of people whom these 
Mande speakers found on the coast is as yet unclear, but they were probably related to the Bullom, Baga, 
Susu, and Sape peoples who represented earlier migrations from the Fuuta Jaloo highlands. For more on Sape 
migrations, see George E. Brooks, Landlords & Strangers: Ecology, Society, and Trade in Western Africa, 
1000-1630 (Boulder: Westview Press, 1993), 272-282. The Mande carved out political centers for 
themselves, and by mid-century had developed a weak centralized state structure composed of powerful 
lineages who represented the leadership of earlier migrations. These principal centers were located at the 
towns of Foredugu, Maligia, Melakori, Fanjé, Laiah, Towiya, and of course Forékariah. Over time, effective 
political power fell to the leadership of Forékariah town. The ruler of this town, and of Moria itself, was to be 
selected from the Touré ruling lineage, but he needed the agreement of the powerful Sankoh, Fofana, and 
Tarawali lineages from other towns to guarantee political and commercial tranquility. For all practical 
purposes, Moria was a fully Islamized state by the beginning of the nineteenth century. Pockets of peoples 
representing earlier migrations and occupants of the land, some of whom claimed ranks and privilege as 
"firstcomers" or "land kings," remained, and most of these were less Islamized than their more powerful 
guests. Still, this entire area was known as "Mandingo Country," perhaps because of its degree of Islamization 
and because the principal language used there was Manding rather than other languages. The most recognized 
authority on Moria’s early history and evolution of political power is David E. Skinner, "Sierra Leone 
Relations with the Northern Rivers and the Influence of Islam in the Colony," International Journal of Sierra 
Leone Studies, 1 (1988), 91-113; Skinner, Thomas George Lawson (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
1980); Skinner, "Islam in Sierra Leone during the Nineteenth Century" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of 
California-Berkeley, 1971).  
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sea;3 they are, however, navigable, and their banks are covered with Mangrove wood.   
bout 40 miles from the sea, the country becomes hilly; on these hills, some of which rise 
to a considerable height, very excellent coffee grows wild, called, after the country, 
Mandingo coffee.4 The large Melle and the Candinjy tree, are likewise found there in great 
abundance; both are useful in making Canoes, of which, some are 40 feet long and 5 feet 
wide.5 The Melle is considered one of the hardest sorts of wood in the country, it is heavier 
than water, and withstands the worms for more than twelve years.6 Of the bark of this tree is 
likewise made the famous Red water7 which will be mentioned hereafter. The Candinjy wood8 
                                                          
3 Many of these rivers and their many tributaries have their origins in the Kisse and Singande Hills. These 
highlands are a part of the Fuuta Jaloo Highlands that stretch toward the southwest and reach within 40 
kilometers of the coast. These include the Melakori and Forékariah rivers, the latter also called Kissi-Kissi, 
perhaps connecting its source to the Kisse mountains.  
4 Writing in 1821, Peter McLachlan, Travels into the Baga and Soosoo Countries in 1821, 2nd edition, edited 
by Bruce L. Mouser and Ramon Sarro (Leipzig: University of Leipzig Papers on Africa, History and Culture 
Series, No. 2, 1999), 20, noted: "I have always been told, that the coffee plant was cultivated on these 
mountains, but I no where observed any growing; and on enquiring of the natives concerning the large 
quantities of coffee which the Soosoos bring into the Sierra Leone market, I was informed the whole was 
imported from the country about Fouricaria." Butscher had traveled into this region in late February 1807, but 
he did not mention coffee production in his journal of that visit. For the latter, see CMS CA1/E1/117a, 
Butscher’s Journal of 10 January to 31 March 1807. 
5 Thomas Winterbottom, An Account of the Native Africans in the Neighbourhood of Sierra Leone 
(1803/London: Frank Cass, 1969), I, 92, wrote that canoes were made "from a single tree, capable of carrying 
eight or ten tons." 
6 Joseph Corry, Observations Upon the Windward Coast of Africa . . . 1805 and 1806 (1807/London: Frank 
Cass, 1968), 56, described the "melley wood” as "resisting the worm in both salt and fresh water; it is 
extremely hard." 
7 "Corry, Observations, 56, identified this as the "gris-gris tree. . . its juices so poisonous, in the premature 
state, as to cause instant death." The term "red water" was used to refer to a ritual for determining the guilt or 
innocence of an accused. One of the earliest descriptions is found in Missionary Papers, No. 17 (1820): "The 
Bulloms are very ready to accuse one another of witchcraft; and when they want to get hold of a poor 
neighbour, and sell him to the Slave Traders, that he may be borne away from his country and carried into 
slavery for life, they accuse him of witchcraft. If he deny his guilt, they oblige him to drink a poisonous water 
prepared for the purpose, which they call Red-Water; which, as they pretend, if he is innocent, will not injure 
him; but, if guilty, will kill him. Many of the poor creatures dread the consequences of drinking this water; 
and, to avoid it, they will confess themselves guilty of crimes, of which they are as innocent as a child. Then 
they are condemned to be sold to Slave Dealers; . . . When they have courage to enter on the trial, the 
stomach sometimes rejects the copious draughts of this Red-Water, and the accused person is set free; but, at 
other times, it poisons him, and he falls a victim." Another description is found in Samuel Walker, Missions 
in Western Africa (Dublin: William Curry, 1845), 21: "The red water is prepared by infusing the powdered 
bark of a tree, called talee, which has a sweet taste, and is a strong poison, having powerful emetic and 
purgative properties. Before being powdered, the bark is publicly exhibited to the large concourse of people 
assembled, to show that it is genuine. The operator first washes his hands, and then the bark, as well as the 
mortar and pestle. When powdered, a calabash full is mixed in a large brass pan full of water, and is stirred 
quickly, until covered with froth like a lather of soap. A number of prayers, ceremonies, &c., are performed at 
the same time. A little rice, or a piece of kola, is then given to the accused to eat, being the only substance he 
has been allowed to take for the previous twelve hours. After having repeated a kind of imprecation upon 
himself, if he be guilty, the red water is administered to him in a calabash, capable of holding about half-a-
pint, which he empties eight, ten, or a dozen times successively, as quickly as it can be filled. If emetic effects 
be produce he must continue drinking until the rice or kola is brought up. If, however, its purgative properties 
be exhibited, the person is condemned immediately, and the effect is called ‘spoiling the red water.’  In some 
instances the person has died after drinking the fourth calabash, when, of course, his guilt is considered as 
proved." In 1816/17, CO 2/5, Journal of Captain Thomas Campbell, 254/81-255/83, Campbell noted that the 
tree used to produce red water was called "Telle Kissey," probably in reference to its location in Kissi Kissi, 
another name for Moria, and that people "use the beans for weighing gold. As the Trees are large & the 
branches spread far with their set leaves, they form a fine shade from the Sun, but the leaves are said to be 
very injurious to Animal life." Adam Afzelius, Adam Afzelius: Sierra Leone Journal, edited by Peter Kup 
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being of a softer texture is not so durable as that of [ms. 2] the Melle tree, it is lighter than 
water, & is fit for making planks & deals.9 The Palm tree10 is also very numerous in this 
Country.   
he soil, upon the whole, is fertile; it produces Rice,11 Yams, & Casada plentifully, & the 
ground would yield abundantly more, if cultivation was more closely attended to.   
ere and there, the Sugar Cane grows wild in the bushes, and it is possible that this 
produce might be cultivated with success.12   
                                                                                                                                                                                     
(Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksells, 1967), 31, called the tree that produced red water by the local name "tallow” 
and suggested the term "Erythrodora ordalium", "as its bark is used in witchcraft." For another description of 
the red water ordeal, see Winterbottom, Account, I, 128-133. 
8 Perhaps this was the tree identified by Corry, Observations, 55, as the "cevey, or kinney wood." This tree 
"grows about the size of the oak, in England, and may be cut into planks of 20 feet by 15 inches. Its texture is 
something of the ash grey and mahogany, variegated with stripes, fancifully disposed, and is therefore 
adapted to cabinet work; its resisting the worms and vermis, so destructive to shipping in tropical climates, 
and corroding iron; it grows in great abundance." It may also be the same as the "dunjay wood" that he 
described as "coarser in the grain, but harder in quality than the Spanish Bay mahogany. It possesses the same 
peculiarities as the cevey or kinney, in resisting the worm in salt water, and corroding iron." 
9 Planks referred to a flat and smooth piece of cut timber, measuring from 9 or more inches wide, 2 to 6 inches 
thick, 8 feet or more in length. A deal was similar, although that term referred to a particular size of plank 
which needed to be 9 inches wide, not more than 3 inches thick, and at least 6 feet long. 
10 In CA1/E1/117a, Butscher’s Journal, entry dated 21 January 1807, Butscher noted that palm oil and wax were 
also productions of Mandingo Country and that palm oil collection generally began only in late February or 
early March. 
11 Bronislaw Nowak, "The Slave Rebellion in Sierra Leone in 1785-1796, Hemispheres: Studies in Cultures 
and Societies (Poland), 3 (1986), 151-169, noted that one of the byproducts of slave commerce along this 
coast was a large number of slaves that were used as farm laborers when their bar values had fallen at slave 
trading factories or when supply/demand factors came into play. In consequence, within Moria, slaves 
awaiting sale on the coast were used to grow and harvest rice. In 1785, while Moria and the neighboring Susu 
state of Sumbuya were engaged in warfare and after the arrival of a religious Mahdi had sufficiently generated 
adherents among these slaves, a slave rebellion broke out and lasted until nearly 1796. Writing in April 1806, 
Peter Hartwig, CMS CA1/E1/116c, P. Hartwig’s Journal, observed that many villages in Moria were 
occupied by slaves who "are either slaves brought out of the interior for sale, and purchased by the Africans 
for the tillage of the ground, or they are hereditary. . . The master visits them occasionally. Two days out of 
six the slaves work for themselves and four for their respective owner." To what degree rice grown in 
Mandingo Country was important in regional commerce remains unclear. Richard Bright, "Richard Bright 
Journal," in Guinea Journals: Journeys into Guinea-Conakry During the Sierra Leone Phase, 1800-1821, 
edited by Bruce L. Mouser (Washington, D.C.: University Press of America, 1979), 80, in 1802 noted that 
Fendan Modu of Wonkapong, capital of Sumbuya state, produced 100 tons of surplus rice on his farms. 
Perhaps similar conditions existed in Mandingo Country. 
12 The Sierra Leone Company had attempted to cultivate sugar on Bullom Shore. Afzelius, Sierra Leone 
Journal, 135, wrote that at least one of the Company’s experiments, c.1795, in sugar production had failed, 
perhaps in part because the sugar had turned out to be sour rather than sweet. To be sure, all observers from 
the colony were searching for indigenous produce that might have value in the world market. But any market 
in Britain for African grown sugar would certainly be met with keen opposition from British planters in the 
West Indies who were, already in 1814, under significant pressures with respect to abolition and steadily 
declining sugar prices. Perhaps Butscher meant to suggest that coastally produced sugar might obtain a 
market in the interior. Butscher mentioned the poor state of teeth among the Mandingoes, perhaps alluding to 
their consumption of local sugar cane. Traveling in this region, Hartwig often requested that sugar be sent to 
him from Sierra Leone, suggesting that processed sugar of local manufacture was not available in 1806 or that 
he was unaware of its processing, or it may have indicated little more than that he preferred West Indian 
sugar. In the 1816/1817 "Mission of Discovery," CO 2/5, 504, 518, sugar was described as a highly sought 
trade good in the Fuuta Jaloo and was recommended as an acceptable gift for headmen in the interior. 
Thomas Campbell, ibid., 277/142, in particular remarked about the fondness of Fula for his gifts of sugar. It 
is doubtful, however, whether Butscher was referring to local markets in this instance. 
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otton13 grows likewise, as much as is necessary to supply the wants of the inhabitants, but 
it is of a short kind: however, trial has been made by myself14 to introduce a superior 
kind, which has proved successful.   
he grass is of two different kinds, according to the soil, and because it is not mown off, 
grows to a great length. One sort grows on the less fertile field, & becomes about 4 feet 
high; this grass serves to make thatch of, and the fields where it grows are not made use of for 
planting rice. The other sort of grass grows in moist places, and becomes from 6 to 12 feet 
high. When the hot season has dried this grass, the natives set it on fire: by this method they 
destroy not only a great many noxious insects and serpents &c. but the field is thus likewise 
manured by the ashes in an easy and expeditious way.15 These fields now serve for the 
                                                          
13 In 1802, Bright, "Journal," 80, wrote that Fendan Modu grew sufficient surpluses of cotton to be able to 
export cloth produced by his slaves into the interior. Three years later, Hartwig, CA1/E1/116a, P. Hartwig 
Journal to Rio Pongo, 1805, spoke of being given a gift of country cloth which had been "manufactured" in 
his host’s town. In 1806, Hartwig, CA1/E1/116d, P. Hartwig Journal to Mandingo Country, July 1806 to 7 
December 1806, noted that he had seen women weaving cloth. Perhaps the earliest best description of cotton 
production was John Graf, Journal of a Missionary Tour to the Labaya Country (Guinea/Conakry) in 1850, 
edited by Bruce L. Mouser, University of Leipzig Papers on Africa, History and Culture Series, No. 1 
(Leipzig: University of Leipzig, 1998), 22, who wrote, with respect to the Labaya Susu, "Besides working all 
day at their husband’s farms, the women spin cotton with the spindle for the manufacture of clothes; but the 
cotton is of the short stapled kind and but carelessly cultivated. From the number of weavers whom I met in 
the streets, a good quantity of cotton must be grown. The weavers have no regular moveable looms as I have 
seen in the Timneh country, they simply pin thin posts in the ground in the open air and when their cotton is 
consumed, they take them up again and turn them into firewood." 
14 This reference to Butscher having introduced a different cotton strain is puzzling. He served at the Bassaya 
station after it was established in 1808, traveled often to London to represent mission progress there, was 
instrumental in founding the Gambier Mission station in the Konkouré River, and was, by mid-1814, serving 
as chaplain for the Freetown Settlement. In 1807 he was in London for a short time, visiting the Secretariat. 
Perhaps he tried this strain while at Bassaya. It is doubtful, however, whether it was more than an experiment 
since it would have taken numbers of workers to tend to large fields, and neither of these were available to the 
mission at Bassaya. Instead, the character of that mission station was to have a few missionaries and teachers, 
with students aged as young as 3 years of age to 12 years of age, clearly too young to work effectively in 
fields. Christopher Fyfe, A History of Sierra Leone (London: Oxford University Press, 1962), 40, 45, 
mentions that the Company planned to cultivate cotton near Freetown in the late 1790s and had secured a 
person with West Indian experience to train settlers in cotton production techniques, but that this scheme 
failed.  
15 This description by Butscher reads much like that of John Matthews, A Voyage to the River Sierra-Leone 
(1788/London: Frank Cass, 1966), 54-55, who used similar words. This method of cutting grasses, burning 
them, and so forth, is called "Slash and Burn." It is common to this section of coast and has several purposes. 
The grasses become dehydrated during the dry season and create a fire danger. Nearly all forage for cattle and 
domestic animals is by this season difficult to find. By cutting the grasses and by burning them, the fields are 
refreshed ("manured" to use Butscher’s term), and the fields are cleared of the previous year’s growth. Pests 
and some plant diseases also are destroyed before the beginning of the rains, when a new crop of grasses 
begins to grow. This renewal offers new forage for domestic animals. For practical reasons, "slash and burn 
agriculture" was a natural evolutionary process which almost certainly followed from the observation of a 
natural physical process. Usually the inhabitants chose a time to light the grass fields, effectively taking a 
natural process and making it one of man’s timing choices. While the beginning of rains would bring 
lightning storms and would set fire to dry grasses, waiting for lightning strikes might result in only partially 
burned fields, however, a circumstance that might make it difficult to turn soil and plant new crops. 
Effectively, local farmers lighted the fields themselves in anticipation of storms and rains, with the 
expectation that full fields would have been cleared of grasses before the arrival of the rains and that rains 
would smother the smoldering fields and soon bring new crops. This period also is known locally as the 
"hungry time"  of the year, when reserves from the previous growing season were diminished and when 
adequate seeds were still needed for the planting of the new crop. While it was a desperate span in the yearly 
cycle, it also was a time of promise and renewal and was generally celebrated as such. 
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cultivation of the Carolina Rice,16 which sometimes yields three crops in one season. It is 
about ten years ago since the Carolina Rice was introduced into these countries; but the 
natives do not think it so nourishing [ms. 3] as their own kind.17 Every year the fields of Rice 
are changed, and for the planting of their own sort, the natives generally choose bushy 
places.18 In the dry season they cut these bushes down to within about two feet of the ground; 
leave the branches to get dry, & about a month before the Tornadoes,19 set then on fire. The 
Tornadoes having begun, the natives turn up the ground, to about the depth of an inch, with a 
kind of scraper, and after that, sow the rice rather thinly but without any order.20 The seed of 
the cotton plant is cast among the rice & grows up with it.21   
orned cattle and sheep are but scanty, although the ground affords plenty of pasture to 
increase the number.22 
                                                          
16 Matthews did observe, however, that Susu in the Pongo region harvested three rice crops per year – one crop 
"from the hills and two from the plains which they overflow." Daniel Schafer has written about the Frazer 
family, which operated plantations in the Rio Pongo, near Charleston, and on the east coast of Florida in the 
early nineteenth century. Rice production was central to Frazer’s enterprises, clearly suggesting that there was 
significant intercourse in commerce, destination of slaves from coastal Guinea to similar mangrove regions in 
America, and perhaps also in an exchange of crop types along this path, in this case from Carolina to Africa. 
More recent research, being conducted by Warner Montgomery, indicates that a second Charleston/Guinea 
connection was retained by the Lightburn family of the upper Pongo, who operated large plantations on both 
sides of the Atlantic. It is clear that much more research needs to be conducted in the Charleston area to 
understand the relationship of and interaction between South Carolina and this section of coast. Middleton 
Place, a plantation near Charleston, has recently renovated fields that were once productive in rice cultivation; 
these fields clearly demonstrate that paddy fields similar to those used in West Africa existed in these 
lowlands as well. Richard Schultze of Savannah, owner of Turnbridge Plantation near Charleston, has revived 
Carolina Gold, which he claims came originally from Madagascar and was "a favorite of British royals and 
Chinese emperors." Schultze maintains, however, that Carolina Gold would yield only one certain and at most 
two crops per year in South Carolina. For more on the Charleston connection, see W. Robert Higgins, 
"Charleston: Terminus and Entrepôt of the Colonial Slave Trade," in The African Diaspora, edited by Martin 
L. Kilson and Robert I. Rotberg (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1976), 114-131. Rice cultivation 
techniques that were used along the Rice Coast of Georgia and South Carolina are described in Louis De 
Vorsey, Jr., and Marion J. Rice, The Plantation South: Atlanta to Savannah and Charleston (New 
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1992), 110-118. 
17 According to Richard Schultze, Carolina Gold has a distinctive taste. In a personal communication to the 
editor, Schultze noted that there were several types of Carolina rice grown at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century. Carolina Gold was the most highly sought grain. There also was a white Carolina rice. In any case, 
Schultze suggested that slaves would have been expected to consume the cracked rice, rice that could not be 
milled or husked for a broader market. For more on Schultze and his plantation at Turnbridge, see The 
Columbia Record (Columbia, South Carolina), 21 August 1985, 5-B. 
18 Rice fields were rotated for good reasons. Certain pests, particularly the "cutting grass," a large nocturnal 
animal often reaching forty pounds, and the field rat are rice eaters but will migrate if their preferred diet is 
absent. Groundnuts are often a favored alternative to rice production. Groundnuts also supply nitrogen to the 
soil, whereas rice requires large amounts of nitrogen for a good crop. See U.S. Peace Corps Document, PE 
1.10: R-40, Series Appropriate Technologies and Development (1982), pages 42, 66. 
19 Definitions of tornados differ, depending on where they are located and whether they have their sources on 
land or at sea. In the eastern Atlantic and in Africa, tornados are defined as violent thunderstorms, often 
accompanied by torrential rains and sudden and heavy gusts of winds.  
20 The method of sowing seeds randomly over cleared fields was also described for Sierra Leone by 
Winterbottom, Account, I, 50-51. Turning or scraping of the soil to one inch kills the larvae of insects 
hibernating in the soil and removes stubble that can serve as a host environment for rice-specific pests. For 
the latter, see U.S. Peace Corps Document, PE 1.10: R-40, p. 64. 
21 The traditional method of broadcasting seeds at the beginning of the rainy season continues to the present. It 
is common to mix kitchen crop seeds with the rice -- beans, millet, sorghum, tomatoes, corn, okra, sesame, 
pumpkin, and water melon. The seeds would then be lightly covered to protect against birds. See Peace Corps 
Document, PE 1.10: R-40, p. 33.  
22 It was accepted wisdom that Fula horses and cattle could not survive more than a year on the coast. This kept 
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f the wild beasts of prey, and pernicious amphibious animals, the most remarkable are 
the Leopard,23 the Hyena, the Boa Serpent, the Hypopotamus and the Aligator, the latter 
of which is, alone particularly dangerous to men24 that come too near the river.   
Education &c. 
he Mandingoes, who are in general well made, though with long and ugly teeth, profess 
Mahomedanism; and are, upon the whole, an intelligent but not an industrious set of 
people.25 Their children are sent at an early age to school, where they are taught to read, to 
repeat prayers and to write out of the Koran. The schools are conducted in the following 
manner:    
 Mandingo Schoolmaster receives from the parents of a child, generally one or two 
slaves, for [ms. 4] which he engages to teach the Koran & writing till such time as the 
child shall be thought to have made sufficient progress.26 Rich Parents sometimes send their 
children to schools kept, in the interior of the country, by the Foolahs, where they pay from six 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
Fula herdsmen from bringing their cattle too close to the coast for grazing. For longevity of Fula animals on 
the coast, see PRO CO2/5, Expedition of Discovery (1816/1817), p. 294/161. 
23 For reports of leopards seizing children and animals, see "A Journal of an Intended Voyage, by Gods 
permission, from London towards Africa from thence to America in the Good Ship Sandown, by Samuel 
Gamble, Commander," Log/M/21, National Maritime Museum-Greenwich, entries dated 11 November 1793, 
27-28 October 1793; CA1/E1/116c, P. Hartwig’s Journal, Susu Country, 9 April 1806 to 24 May 1806, entry 
dated 13 April 1806. For more on the influence of leopards and other animals in folklore, see Paul Richards, 
"Natural Symbols and Natural History: Chimpanzees, Elephants and Experiments in Mende Thought," in 
Environmentalism: The View from Anthropology, edited by Kay Milton (London: Routledge, 1993), 144-159. 
24 Afzelius, Adam Afzelius, 124, remarked that crocodiles were particularly numerous in Mandingo Country, 
recounting a story about a woman attacked while she was bathing in a stream. In CA1/E1/116a, P. Hartwig 
Journal [Rio Pongo Journal] from 22 February 1805 to 4 May 1805, Hartwig wrote that crocodiles were 
known literally to drag unsuspecting sleepers from the decks of ships. In CA1/E1/116c, P. Hartwig’s Journal, 
Susu Country, 9 April 1806 to 24 May 1806, he noted that it was common for local headmen to make special 
sacrifices to ward off attacks from crocodiles, indicating in that instance that a man working for a local 
headman had been seized near his wharf. 
25 This suggestion that the Mandingo were not industrious perhaps alludes to the perception that the Mandingo 
were principally traders rather than farmers. Historically, the Mandingo had come from the interior as a 
trading group that intended to connect trading systems and demands in the interior with produce and products 
available on the coast. On the coast, the Mandingo established a number of towns ruled by separate Mandingo 
lineages, all of which were associated during the periods of migration. It is likely that the Mandingo  
gradually assumed their own control and launched a holy war of expand their influence and enforce their 
political/economic will. For sources, see Footnote No. 2 above. 
26 In Mandingo country, these were commonly called Morimen or Marabouts. Such teachers were often 
knowledgeable in only certain parts of Koranic teachings. In consequence, a student regularly stayed with a 
particular teacher until he had learned what that teacher thought significant and then received recognation that 
indicated attainment in certain aspects of teaching or law. In CA1/E1/116e, P. Hartwig Journal, 6 April to 
December 1806, Hartwig wrote: "Among the Mandingoes, as Mahometans there are many schools in which 
they instruct the youth. Boys are but only admitted to receive information, & it is only in so much that they 
may be enabled to get hold of a prayer, which they peradventure will have occasion to repeat at a future 
period. Boys from 9 till 19 years generally complete their education, & when he is able to repeat some 
prayers & passages out of the Koran, the appellation [or title of] Mori is bestowed upon him. Their school 
hours are evening & morning, & at the voice of the cock they are lightning up their fires in the open air; in the 
dries, & leave off till about 8 o’clock. Among the Soosoos are no schools, & thus it seems that they frequently 
give their children to a Mahometan, in order to be instructed. What I could learn on this topick, the Soosoos 
seemed to be as willing to give their children as soon to a European as to a Mahometan, & no particular 
choice given to Arabik literature could I neither discern." 
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to twelve slaves for the education of a child.27   
wo hours before day break,28 school begins in the open air, each child having fetched a 
bundle of wood the day before, of which they make a fire, and sit down in a circle round 
it. Every boy has before him, a board of about the thickness of a slate, on which the 
Schoolmaster writes first the vowels of the Arabic language, then syllables & words out of the 
prayers in the Koran. The vowels, syllables & words, are then rehearsed by the master of each, 
& after that, all the scholars, with one accord, and in a singing tone of voice, make the 
repetition. The school continues about two hours, and is concluded as it began with a short 
prayer said by the master, after which the scholars are dismissed.   
rammar is not known among the Mandingoes. I once shewed to one of their learned men, 
an Arabic Grammar, and conjugated a verb after the first conjugation, upon which he 
said, there was a man in the Foolah country who knew the same.   
riting is not much practised till a boy grows up nearly to the age of manhood, when he 
is taught to copy pieces of the Koran, Prayers, &c. In fact, it is the Koran & [ms. 5] 
prayers alone, which children are taught to read, to learn by heart & to write.29 
 
any Parents called Christians, may here learn a good lesson, since they are sometimes 
more anxious to impart worldly knowledge to their children, than the knowledge of the 
                                                          
27 The Fula state, with its main capital at Timbo and lesser center at Labé, supported large numbers of highly 
regarded teachers who operated official and semi-official schools to train Islamic scholars and prepare its own 
future leaders. These schools were commonly used as a way to extend Fula influence among subject states 
through education offered to the boys/heirs of these states. Alimaami Amara Morani, ruler of the Morian state 
in the Forékariah region from 1805 to 1826, commonly called Mandingo country by Butscher, attended 
schools in Labé and Timbo for nearly twelve years before ascending to his status as ruler of Moria. His 
experiences there, however, or perhaps political demands once he returned to the coast and assumed power 
within an alliance of lineages, made him a fierce defender of Mandingo privileges vis-à-vis the more powerful 
Fula state, which was governed by persons with whom he had studied earlier in his life. In CMS CA1/E3/108, 
Wenzel to Secretary, 12 December 1813, a headman on the Iles de Los, Amara, was described as a Bullom 
whose father had sent him to Fula country for an education; he was a "Mahomedan preacher, and a teacher of 
Arabic." Less developed states on the coast, for instance in the Rio Pongo, also sent sons to the interior to 
study. In 1850, Graf, Journal of a Missionary Tour, 20, mentioned that Mori Musa, then ruler of the Labaya 
Susu, had also received his education in the Fuuta Jaloo. These coastal regions were counted within the Fula 
sphere of influence, but were not yet Muslim states. Non-Muslim political elites on the coast were effectively 
hedging options by establishing political connections with the interior, but expecting to maintain their 
political independence on the coast. Such schooling, however, was not without its influence in spreading 
Islam coastward.  
28 Graf, Missionary Tour, 10-11, also mentioned Muslim schools as being held "by the fire blaze." Theophilus 
Conneau, A Slaver’s Log Book or 20 Years’ Residence in Africa (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1977), 
130, c.1827, observed such a school in Fula country: "In silence and with slate in hand, the boys took down 
notes from Mama-De-Young’s reading. By the slate I mean a piece of very thin hard board which has the two 
sides well smoothered with sandy leaves. On this board Mahometan children write their lessons with a small 
reed cut in the shape of a quill. Their ink is made by dissolving a little powder which does not penetrate the 
pores or gain of the wood. The lesson once learnt, the wooden slate is washed and dried by the fire. 
Mahometan teachers prefer giving lessons one hour before daylight and one hour after sunset, and invariably 
by a large fire which serves them as a light." 
29 It is doubtful whether many Mandingo spoke Arabic fluently. Arabic was recited by Muslims during prayers, 
even though these same persons did not use it in daily transactions. Captain Campbell, CO 2/5, writing in 
1816, 138/42-43, noted that his expedition specifically used Arabic script when corresponding with Fula 
dignitaries in the Fuuta Jaloo and that, while negotiating directly with the Fula ruler, 345/78-346/79, spoken 
Arabic was used in order to make certain that objectives were understood, making clear that using Arabic had 
lifted negotiations to a more formal level. Most rulers, in consequence, engaged at least one knowledgeable 
person who could produce letters written in Arabic. For the commoner and ruler, it was important only that 
his ideas be sent in Arabic, not that he know or use Arabic himself.  
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Word of God!   
he Koran and a few traditions, form their law books, after which all matters are judged.30   
Custom, &c. 
he chief amusements of the Mandingoes consist in hearing, relating or inventing news, 
tales, parables &c.31 Some of the tales in the Arabian Nights are also known among them.   
he Mandingoes, like other Mahometans are generally very bigotted, and being from 
education, the enemies of all who profess not their religion, they exercise this enmity on 
every occasion.32 They take great delight in kidnapping33 & selling slaves, of which some 
shocking instances have occurred at Sierra Leone under Governor Columbine, even since the 
abolition of the slave trade: the following is one among many others.   
ome slave smugglers had been captured by the British man of war; the slaves, of course 
were brought on shore and partly divided34 among the inhabitants, partly kept in separate 
                                                          
30 In CA1/E1/117a, Butscher’s Journal, entry dated 8 February 1807, Butscher described the palaver house as a 
"place where justice is administered" and added that "learned men & also the learners [students] often meet 
there together, converse upon the Koran & their laws." See also Matthews, Voyage, 80, for use of Koranic 
law. 
31 By "amusements," perhaps Butscher meant to say that they spent much of their time in such diversions. David 
C. Conrad and Barbara E. Frank, editors, Status and Identity in West Africa (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 1995), 1-23, discuss a class or group of persons within Mande and Fulfulde societies, known 
commonly as bards, storytellers, tradititionalists, griots, praise-singers, musicians, and artists. These were 
known as Yeliba (Yeli) in Susu. 
32 Although Hartwig also described the Mandingo as unmoving with respect to religious beliefs, CA1/E1/96b, P. 
Hartwig to Ludlam, Freetown, 29 January 1807, he noted that the more studious among them were willing to 
listen to arguments about faith and good works, noting that he had, CA1/E1/116d, Extract of Journal 1806, P. 
Hartwig’s Journal, Mandingo Country, July 1806 to 7 December 1806, entry dated 2 November, "visited a 
Mahometan priest with whom I had some talk respecting Eternity, but as much as I endeavoured to convince 
him that no man could ever inherit the blessed regions beyond mortality by his own merits, nor will ever meet 
with such a heaven of Sensuality as Mahomet promises, he only smilled [sic] at me with much composure, 
saying that it was a great pitty white people believing not in Mahomet being possessed with superior talents. I 
argued with him on several points of doctrine, & as Mahometans do admit no one to be a partaker of all the 
good things the Koran hold forth, he submitted at last insomuch that people who know as much of Book as 
myself would have a by-place in paradise, but among the Believers they would never be permitted by Allah to 
reside." In significant contrast to the above, Butscher recorded an account of a discussion with a Marabout 
(CA1/E1/116a, Butscher’s Journal, entry dated 19 January 1807): "When I refuted this his opinion by 
arguments, he seemed to grow angry, & said that though his feet & hands should be cut off for it, he would 
still believe in Mahommed. As he made such a confession of his faith in Mahommed, I found it incumbent 
upon me to make a similar one of my faith in Christ, which put an end to our conversation."  
33 Kidnapping persons was a frequently described method of slave acquisition. Slave raids generally involved 
the actions of large groups of persons. Kidnapping, however, generally referred to seizing an unexpected 
opportunity. Matthews, Voyage, 165, claimed in 1787 with reference to kidnapping: "I can only say I never 
heard of such a practice." The Reverend John Newton, who had traded on this coast between 1745 and 1754, 
noted (John Newton, Some Thoughts upon the African Slave Trade (London: Buckland, 1788), 32) that it was 
easier to kidnap in London than it was in West Africa. Hartwig, CA1/E1/116e, Hartwig's Journal, April 6 to 
December 1806, claimed that kidnapping among the Mandingo was a rare circumstance and that a kidnapper, 
if caught, might find himself condemned and sold as a slave. In this instance, Butscher probably confused the 
practice of kidnapping with the more common custom of seizing property in payment for debts or as a 
security for a debt that was expected to be paid. This was commonly called "panyarring." See Jay Coughtry, 
The Notorious Triangle (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1981), 122-123. 
34 Edward Columbine served as governor of the Royal Colony from 1810 to 1811. During the period of 
Governor Thomas Ludlam (1806-1808) slaves taken from captured slaving vessels were indentured to settlers 
at Freetown for local use. Ludlam became embroiled in a major debate in 1808, when the colony changed 
from Sierra Leone Company control to status of Royal Colony and after slaves from a slaver had been 
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houses. The Mandingoes came to Sierra Leone to sell their produce, and towards evening 
enticed many of the captured children to follow them out of the town to the water side, by 
giving them a kind of [ms. 6] sweet rice bread which they had brought along with them for 
that purpose: when they reached the water side, they seized on these unfortunate creatures, 
carried them off in their canoes, and at the first opportunity sold them again to a Slave 
smuggler. One of these children was offered for sale at a slave factory not three miles from 
our Settlement: when I was informed of this treacherous and cruel action, I mentioned it to 
one the chief Magistrates at Sierra Leone, but it appeared that Governor Columbine, like 
Gallio, "cared but little for those things."35    
n short, the character of the Mandingoes is remarkably treacherous; they are so among 
themselves, how much more towards their enemies.   
Population & Trade 
he population, though not very considerable is, nevertheless, greater than in the Susu or 
Nello countries.   
he trade of the Mandingo formerly consisted principally in Slaves, but is now, more in 
salt,36 rice,37 coffee, a few cattle,38 gold and ivory; the two latter articles are brought from 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
effectively "sold" for $20 per head to settlers and no indenture or apprenticeship papers had been recorded 
with the colonial office in Freetown. Thomas Perronet Thompson, who followed Ludlam as Governor, 
formally charged Ludlam with engaging in slave trading; this case was dismissed by the Colonial Secretary, 
as was Thompson from his post as governor. Columbine, his successor, continued the policy of dividing the 
cargo of captured slavers among local residents, but ostensibly assuming that the latter would provide for 
them in a period of assimilation and apprenticeship. In 1815/16 a veritable pamphlet war erupted between 
Judge Robert Thorpe and the African Institution over Ludlam’s conduct in this instance. See Robert Thorpe, 
A Letter to William Wilberforce (London: for F. C. & J. Rivington, [1 February] 1815); Zachary Macaulay, A 
Letter to His Royal Highness the Duke of Gloucester (London: John Hatchard, [6 April] 1815); African 
Institution, Special Report of the Directors of the African Institution... 12 April 1815 (London: Ellerton and 
Henderson, 1815); Robert Thorpe, Preface to the Fourth Edition of a Letter to William Wilberforce (London: 
for F. C. & J. Rivington, [6 May] 1815); Robert Thorpe, A Reply "Point by Point" to the Special Report of 
the Directors of the African Institution (London: for F. C. & J. Rivington, [5 August] 1815); Robert Thorpe, 
Postscript to the Reply "Point by Point" (London: for F. C. & J. Rivington, [30 November] 1815; Gilbert 
Mathison, A Short Review of the Reports of the African Institution and of the Controversy with Dr. Thorpe 
(London: for Wm. Stockdale, 1816). 
35 This incident lacks specificity and identity; the negative characterization of Governor Columbine may be 
misplaced. Columbine arrived in Sierra Leone in 1810 to replace Governor Thompson, who had stirred up the 
conflict described in detail in the sources cited by Thomas Thorpe, see above. The Sierra Leone Company 
had, from its beginnings, been confronted with the problem of slaves brought into Freetown by their African 
masters, often as bearers of trade goods; occasionally these slaves had sought the protection of the Company 
against their owners. In general, the Company sought to avoid such "property" arguments with indigenous 
peoples who came to the settlement, and in numerous cases it ignored requests for protection, if only to 
maintain its precarious state of "opportunistic coexistence" with local practices. Thompson had rejected this 
reasoning, and his actions engendered ill feeling between the settlement and local traders and indigenous 
political elites. Columbine spent much of his early tenure at Freetown trying to undo the turmoil of the 
Thompson governorship and the animosity created by Thompson vis-à-vis local practices. For Columbine’s 
period as governor, see Fyfe, History of Sierra Leone, 108-112. For another version of this account of 
liberated Africans being seized at the settlement, see Walker, Missions in Western Africa, 260. 
36 The principal market for coastal-produced salt was the interior. Fula herdsmen were aware that cattle located 
there preferred sea salt to the rock salt from the interior. Salt was carried in large baskets on the backs of 
bearers on their return from the coast. There are reports of salt ships visiting this coast, but that occurred 
mainly in the Rio Nunez, not in the rivers of the Mandingo. Hartwig, CA1/E1/116d, Extract of Journal 1806, 
P. Hartwig’s Journal, Mandingo Country, July 1806 to 7 December 1806, entry dated 18 October,  wrote that 
"there is a Scoffle of Mandingoes gone up this day to Sulima to fetch down slaves; the number I have 
calculated to amount to about 50. They went thinly out of the town at night & met at a place appointed, in 
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the interior. In return for these articles, they take tobacco, calico, guns, cutlasses and 
ammunition.39   
Chief Towns 
heir chief towns are Malaga, Malakorie, Bareri & Farikaria, the last of which is the 
residence of their chief Alamami.40 Each of these towns may contain about 800 souls; the 
others are insignificant and most of these inhabited by slaves.41 The very great number of their 
slaves (for two of these may be calculated against one free Man[ms. 7]dingo) has sometimes 
made them apprehend that one day these slaves might overpower them, which is not very 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
order to avoid a stare. For whatever a business an African has to enter upon, he is exceedingly fond of having 
it transacted as finally as possible. They carried large quantities of Salt, Tob.[acco], Powder, Cloth, Beads, 
Flints, guns & such like articles of African merchandise. I saw some of the loads which I calculated to be of 
150 weight & over, especially when salt." 
37 There were three markets for locally produced rice. Bright, "Journal," 80, who visited the region in 1802, 
noted that Fendan Modu of Wonkapong, produced 100 tons of rice which he exported. Rice is a staple in the 
diet of the Mandingo. A second market was found in Atlantic-bound slavers who frequented the coast and 
needed food for slave cargoes on the voyage to the New World. Slavers preferred to purchase brown or red 
rice, since rice stored better on board ship if it were not husked until needed during the middle passage. A 
third market was at Freetown. The Sierra Leone Company, or its officials there, had discouraged settlers from 
growing sufficient rice for their own consumption, assuming that low prices in Mandingo and Susu countries 
made coastal trading more profitable to the Company than did Freetown-based agriculture. By 1800 Freetown 
was largely dependent upon a better husked rice which could be  purchased in the Northern Rivers. 
38 Perhaps Butscher meant to imply that the Mandingo themselves raised few cattle. Large numbers of cattle, 
however, were regularly driven through Mandingo country by Fula traders or herdsmen to coastal settlements 
for sale. Smith, during his visit to Mandingo country in 1805, "Journal," entry dated 5 March 1805, 
mentioned loading cattle (bullocks) on board the colonial vessel while he was there. A published version of 
the Smith journal is found in Bruce L. Mouser, "The 1805 Forékariah Conference: A case of political 
intrigue, economic advantage, network building," History in Africa 25 (1998), 236-262. 
39 All sorts of manufactures were sold, including thread, needles, knives, pot, pans, various beads etc. 
40 By 1805, Forékariah had become the principal town of Moria and the seat of political power in the state. It 
was the center of the Touré branch of ruling lineages and provided candidates for rulers. In 1797/98, Setafa 
Morani, Alimaami of Moria, died, and for a period of nearly half a decade Moria remained without effective 
leadership, with lineage heads choosing instead to test candidates for the "turban" which symbolized rule and 
reclaiming local prerogatives in the meantime. By 1804, however, political and economic disruption caused 
by such fracturing forced all concerned to reach a consensus and elect a new ruler, Amara Morani, who ruled 
as Alimaami of Moria from 1804 to 1826. Amara returned authority to Forékariah, maintained Morian control 
of commerce on the coast, asserted Morian influence at Freetown and among neighboring peoples, and 
forestalled the extension of Fula power within his state. See Mouser,  "Forékariah Conference," 221-222, 
227-229; Skinner, "Sierra Leone Relations," 91-113. Butscher recognized the term "alimaami" as referring to 
the political leader of any town of significant size and the alimaami of Forékariah as alimaami of Moria. In 
another time, Dala Modu Dumbuya mentioned that he had been given the title of "imam," another form of the 
same word. See DTH 1/16, Speech of Dala Modu, Corrected from Minutes of Council, 5 August 1809. 
41 The Reverend Peter Hartwig traveled in this district in 1805 and described the status of slave villages in some 
detail. He noted that most towns, other than large ones, were occupied by slaves. Some villagers were 
frightened of him, assuming that he was a slave trader since he was European. Some welcomed him but 
expected to be recompensed for their hospitality. He categorized slaves into three groupings: 1) hereditary 
slaves, who tended the fields of a lord for a number of days, with the remainder of their work left to their own 
profit and enjoyment, 2) those who tended fields and could easily be sold to another lord if prices were 
advantageous, and 3) those staffing plantations (lugars) on a temporary basis, during the planting or harvest 
season, waiting for an advantageous price for slaves from a slave factory owner on the coast. For Hartwig’s 
journals of two periods of residence in Moria and Sumbuya, see CMS CA1/E1/116c, Hartwig’s Journal, 9 
April 1806 top 24 May 1806, and CA1/E1/116d, Hartwig’s Journal, July 1806 to 7 December 1806. Nowak, 
"Slave Rebellion," 149-152, notes that slaves bound for the Atlantic were often used in Mandingo country to 
tend fields as they waited for markets to appear.  
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improbable.42   
[Zumbias – Sumbuya/Susu] 
owards the North, the Mandingo Country borders on that of the Zumbias,43 which has 
nearly the same appearance as the former, but the hills in some parts, called Sangra hills,44 
rise to a greater height. The soil is rather more fertile, the Sangra pastures are richer and 
therefore the cattle are superior.45 All other produce, coffee excepted, are the same in the 
Zumbia as in the Mandingo country. Three rivers, from their town called Quia Port,46 Mania & 
Debrika,47 water the Zumbia country; the two former unite at their mouths: these rivers are 
navigable to about forty miles from the sea.   
s to Religion, the Zumbias are mostly pagans intermixed with Mahomedans, the former 
have the greater power in government.48 The Pagans having no schools, are obliged, if 
                                                          
42 The most recent work on this subject is Bronislaw Nowak, "The slave rebellion in Sierra Leone in 1785-
1796," Hemispheres: Studies on Cultures and Societies, 3 (1986): 151-169. This rebellion profoundly 
influenced the course of history in these rivers. Before it, the landlords of the region waged frequent wars 
among themselves. The rebellion, however, eventually brought all landlords, whether Muslim or non-Muslim, 
to the same side, against those in rebellion. This began a period of nearly 30 years when no major wars were 
fought between them and brought an end to the reign of Alimaami Setafa who, once the rebels had been 
suppressed, wanted to return to the previous path of local warfare, which even his own sub-chiefs opposed. 
Nowak notes, 168-69, that a rebellion by slaves and their location surrounded by slave holders was bound to 
failure. The rebellion lasted more than a decade before it was finally suppressed. 
43 McLachlan, Travels into the Baga and Soosoo Countries, 14-16, describes these as the Sumbia Susu. 
Hartwig, CA1/E1/116c, Hartwig’s Journal, entry 13 April 1806, used the term Sumbea to refer to a country or 
territory and noted that the term had the local "meaning a gathering place, [which] was very safe & [where] 
no body had need to fear any thing, if he takes only a little care of himself." 
44 These are probably the Yangakori mountains, mentioned by Afzelius and Winterbottom, and the Sangaree 
mountains described by McLachlan, Travels into the Baga and Soosoo Countries, 14. 
45 Hartwig, CA1/E1/116c, Hartwig’s Journal, entry dated 16 April 1806, described these mountains, especially 
at their foot, as having "a very fertile soil" and the country as "delightful and affords every article possible." 
46 Quiaport River was probably the river currently known as the Soumbou River at its mouth. Approximately ten 
kilometers from its entrance, this river branches into two or more navigable rivers, which have their sources 
in the foothills of the Sangara mountains. One of these branches runs past the town of Quia (Kouyéya) that 
serves as the main river port for nearby Wonkapong town. A second branch flows coastward between the twin 
peaks of Kakoulima and Balan and past the town of Manéah, which is located near the base of Mont Balan. 
These rivers are known respectively as the Quia and Mania rivers in Butscher’s description. Hartwig, in 
CA1/E1/116c, Hartwig’s Journal, entry dated 16 April 1806, mentioned Quia and Mania as towns in 
Sumbuya Country. He described Quia as a town of 500 free Susu and the word Quia as "meaning witchcraft." 
Mania he identified as "a large Soosoo town situated between two mountains one on the East & the other on 
the North side." Another possible origin for the name Quiaport may relate to the term "Coyah," used by Susu 
when referring to Sumbuya or the lands of  non-believers along the coast. For a time, Forékariah town was 
known as Coyandalo. Perhaps Europeans came over time to associate the Soumbou River as the entrance to 
Koyah Country, hence the name "Quiaport." For the latter, see Mahawa Bangura, Contribution à l’histoire 
des Sosoe du 16e au 19e siecle (Mémoire de Diplome de fin d’études supérieures, Institut Polytechnique 
Gamal Abdel Nasser, 1971-72), 17.  
47 "Debrika" probably referred to the river that flows northwestward from the Sangara mountains and empties 
into Sangara Bay (see Map 3, McLachlan, Travels into the Baga and Soosoo Countries, 40). 
48 By 1814, the relative power of Muslims within Sumbuya Country vis-à-vis non-Muslims would have been 
viewed by outsiders as dominant. Muslim Susu lineages had intermarried with indigenous landowning 
lineages by this time to the extent that it would have been difficult to differentiate between the relative power 
of Muslim and non-Muslim peoples. Hartwig and Butscher, as early visitors to this region, both recognized 
that two political realities were present at Wonkapong, the region’s capital town. Muslim advisors were 
present when matters of state were discussed with outsiders, but both also noted that decisions were made by 
a ruler who appeared to be a non-Muslim. Perhaps, by this date, the rulers were in fact Muslim but ruled in 
the traditional fashion over indigenous peoples who were then in a period of transition to full conversion to 
Islam. By 1810, both Hartwig and Butscher had dismissed Sumbuya or Zumbia as a likely region where 
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they want to give an education to their children, to trust them to the care of Mahomedan 
Schoolmaster, who being both covetous & eager to make proselytes, seize every opportunity 
of training up children in their own peculiar tenets.49 On this account, as well as on account of 
the doctrines of their religion so alluring to the human heart, they would soon succeed in 
making the whole country converts to the same, did not their treacherous conduct, on the other 
hand, render suspicious, a doctrine which teaches a [ms. 8] man to be an enemy to all, who do 
not profess it.   
here are, in this Country, three considerable towns, Wonkaphong, Mania & Debrika.50 
The first is supposed by many, to contain nearly 4000 inhabitants; but in my opinion, the 
number does not exceed 2000. Some travelers may have fallen into an error as to the 
computation, through the curiosity of the inhabitants. When an unknown white man arrives in 
such a town, all the inhabitants, as many, at least, as can walk, or are able to be carried, come 
out of their houses to see the new white man; on such an occasion, therefore, an uninformed 
person may be led to conjecture, that at least an equal number with those in the streets, must 
be in the houses, which, however, as I observed, is a mistake.   
onkaphong is the capital and the residence of one of the (Kings) Head Chiefs of the 
Zumbia Country,51 & is situated not far from the frontiers of the Mandingo Country, 
near the Quia Port river, about thirty miles from the sea.   
ania,52 a town containing about 1500 inhabitants, lies near the Sangra Hills about eight 
miles east of Wonkaphong, on the river Mania.   
ebrika, on the river of the same name, about fifteen miles from the sea, contains about 
1000 inhabitants, who mostly profess Mahomedanism.53   
he trade carried on here, is similar to that of the Mandingoes. 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
missionaries would be welcomed or supported, other than for schools and learning that they might bring.  
49 This was a constant and recurring explanation offered by the missionaries. It is more likely, however, that the 
Sumbuya Susu sought advancement for their own children in any way available. In contrast to Christian 
schools, Muslim teachers were readily available. Nearly any Muslim who could read and write even a little 
Arabic could claim to be a teacher and earn a living, however small, by offering his services to local lineage 
heads. To Christian missionaries this may have given the appearance of a conspiracy to convert non-Muslims 
to Islam; in reality it was probably little more than opportunistic employment for Susu speakers who had 
obtained a minimal education in the interior. See Matthews, Voyage, 68-69, for another account of Morimen 
teaching in non-Muslim regions. 
50 In 1807, CA1/E1/117a, Butscher’s Journal, entries dated 23-26 February, Butscher described a buffer zone 
that existed between the two states ruled from Forékariah and from Wonkapong. This zone also was occupied 
by Susu peoples but was governed by Moricanu, who claimed to be the rightful heir of Coké, Madina, and 
other rivers located along the Murabya River. In this account, however, Butscher omitted this section of his 
list of peoples or states along this coast. 
51 In CA1/E1/117a, Butscher’s Journal, entry dated 27 February 1807, Butscher identified the ruler of 
Wonkapong as Smila. The second ruler, or "Head Chief," may have been Mangé Demba, who acted as the 
paramount leader of the Baga-Kalum on the windward side of Cape Sangara. Mangé Demba was of mixed 
Baga / Susu origins. It was common for missionaries to equate the Susu word "Mangé" with "king," 
especially if that person ruled over many villages. Matthews, Voyage, 74, also discussed the confusion that 
accompanied the designation of "king," suggesting instead that the title denoted little more than the notion of 
ruler, chief, headman, mangé, or father (as in father of his people). For more on Mangé Demba’s territory 
ca.1821, see McLachlan, Travels into the Baga and Soosoo Countries, 2-9, 18-22. 
52 It is likely that this refers to Manéah, located northnorthwest of Wonkapong, rather than east as noted here. 
53 McLachlan, Travels into the Baga and Soosoo Countries, 4, identified Mongé Salia as headman of Dubréka 
in 1821, "notwithstanding his having been educated as a Mahomedan", suggesting that Muslims did not 
represent a majority of the town’s population. 
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he government is in the hands of two Pagan Chiefs, one of whom resides at 
Wonkaphong; these persons exercise mostly an arbitrary authority,54 which has been 
generally [ms. 9] hereditary, at least, as long as the reigning Chief, possessed the power of 
enforcing obedience. If a Mohomedan commits a crime, and will not submit to be punished 
according to the custom of the country,55 he must pay slaves, or money according to the 
chief’s pleasure. In fact, almost every crime is punished by fine or slavery.   
[Kanias] 
owards the north and east, the Zumbia country borders on that of the Kanias which 
separates the former from the Susu country about a day’s journey. The natural frontiers 
towards the Zumbias, is the Debrika, and towards the Susus, the Bramia River.56   
he Kanias are generally Pagans. The soil and aspect of the country are much the same as 
those of the Zumbias, though more hilly; their cattle are smaller in size, but more 
numerous & superior in quality. Government, degree of culture, & their pagan rites, are nearly 
the same as in the Susu country, where the Missionary Settlement Bashia is situated.   
[Baga-Koba and Baga-Kakissa] 
he Susu country borders, towards the north on the country of the Nellos & Lantamers; 
towards the east, to the Labias;57 towards the South to the Kanias, and on the west, along 
the shore, lives a tribe called Bagos or Bagas on a small extent of ground, whither they were 
driven by the Susus.58 They [the Baga] have their own language which however is in some 
                                                          
54 Bangura, Contributions, 98-101, noted the mixed nature of rule in this region and drew a distinction between 
the right of property and the right of use. In this instance the earliest inhabitants held the right of property and 
consequently the right of rule. Muslim migrants, such as the Dumbuya lineage, installed themselves as 
protectors of original authority and shared effective rule, even if they did not usurp power itself and appoint 
themselves as rulers. Bangura uses the terms "uncles and nephews" to refer to this shared governance. 
Nephews, generally, are assumed to be subservient to uncles, unless uncles are incapable of protecting 
themselves; and nephews are required by custom to maintain the appearance that real power remains in the 
hands of their uncles, whether it does or not. Matthews, Voyage, 69, noted that it was common to find in 
villages "a Mandingo man as prime minister, by the name of bookman, without whose advice nothing [was] 
transacted." 
55 Two systems of law applied to crimes or misdeeds in this region. One, that of the indigenous or non-Muslim 
peoples, which had probably existed there before Susu traders filtered into the region, remained in force for 
those who had not yet converted to Islam. The second system was based on Koranic law and applied only to 
Muslims. The accommodation of these two systems required some adjustments, such as accepting the 
principle that Muslims were not allowed to enslave Muslims. This did not stipulate, however, that Muslims 
would not find themselves indebted or required to pay debts and could result in terms of servitude that lasted 
for long periods. Hartwig, in CA1/E1/116d, Extract of a Journal, entry dated 16 July 1806, described a trial in 
Mandingo Country in which a non-Muslim brought charges against a European trader. In that case, the court 
resolved that there was a separate set of laws that applied to Europeans and that the European would be 
required to pay his debts, but in a fashion acceptable in Western terms, not in those that applied to non-
Muslims or stipulated in Muslim law. 
56 In this instance, Butscher made a particular distinction between those Baga-Kalum and Susu who were 
principal inhabitants of villages and countryside south and southeast of Dubréka and those who lived between 
Dubréka and the Konkouré River. Perhaps he called these latter people "Kanias" after the Konkouré River or 
after the name of island that divided the Konkouré from the Dubréka rivers, known as Ile Khonibonbé. On 
this island there are small towns called Kandia and Kansarakharé. Nearby is a town named Kanka, and an 
adjoining coastline is called Kanonkou. McLachlan, Travels, 21-22, traversed this section of coast in 1821 
and described villages as occupied variously by Baga and Susu, leaving the impression that all were 
subservient, to a degree, to the ruler of the Baga-Kalum. McLachlan did mention, 21, however, that the Susu 
of Tabang were "considered by the chiefs as a distinct tribe," perhaps the Kanias described by Butscher.  
57 For more on the Labaya Susu, see Graf, Journal of a Missionary Tour. 
58 The most recent work focusing on the Baga is the 1999 edition of McLachlan, Travels, and the accompanying 
bibliography produced by Ramon Sarro. Afzelius, Adam Afzelius, 103, who visited the Pongo in the closing 
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respect related to that of the Susus;59 they are a strong, warlike & generous people.60 Among 
them no slave factory dare be established, nor do [ms. 10] they suffer any of their country men 
to be carried off or sold for slaves out of their country. Sometimes they have attacked the 
boats of the white slave traders, and made the people prisoners, till they were redeemed.61 
Their country is flat, & towards the sea, rather swampy. The Bagos gain their livelihood by 
making salt, earthen pots, mats & Palm oil, which they sell to the Susus & white traders for 
rice, tobacco, clothes, arms and ammunition, in which trade they behave with an honesty not 
often met with among the other African tribes.62   
[Susu] 
ow for the Súsu country itself. It is the largest of those already mentioned, and the Súsu 
language is either spoken or understood very far in the interior, as well as by the 
surrounding nations. A great many little brooks water the country, most of which unite with 
the main river Pongo.63 This river is navigable for about seventy miles from the sea. Its banks 
are covered with mangrove wood: the Hypopotamus, Turtle & Aligater take their pastime in 
its waters. The soil appears not to be quite so fertile as that of the Zumbia country, which, 
however, I think is more to be ascribed to the still greater neglect of cultivation.64 Whatever is 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
decade of the eighteenth century, wrote that the Susu had driven "away the aborigines and Bagas towards the 
seashore.” See also P. E. H Hair, "The history of the Baga in early written sources," History in Africa, 24 
(1997): 381-391.  
59 In fact, the Baga languages is very different from Susu, which is a Mande language. Baga is a member of the 
Mel language family and more closely associated with Landuman and Temne, the latter spoken in Sierra 
Leone. See David Dalby, "The Mel languages: A reclassification of southern ‘West Atlantic’," African 
Language Studies, 6 (1965), 1-17; and Tina W. Ganong, "Features of Baga Morphology, Syntax, and 
Narrative Discourse" (M.A. thesis, University of Texas at Arlington, 1998). 
60 Butscher clustered all Baga into a single grouping, which of course they were not. In this instance, perhaps he 
was referring to those Baga commonly called the Baga-Caxa or Baga-Kakissa, located near the northern 
banks of the Rio Pongo. Those of the Rio Nunez, the Baga-Sitem, were generally described as less warlike 
and less politically sophisticated. McLachlan, Travels, 9, wrote that "few warlike instruments were to be seen 
among the Bagas of this part of the country." Gamble, "Sandown," 53, writing in 1793, noted that the Baga-
Sitema that he encountered were well-armed with bows and arrows. 
61 Afzelius, Adam Afzelius, 104, wrote that he had been told that neither "the Baggos nor the Capatches [Sitem] 
sell any of their own people or Nation." Theodore Canot, Adventures of an African Slaver, ed. Brantz Mayer 
(New York: Dover Publications, 1969), 124, noted that the Baga (probably the Baga-Kakissa) "neither sell 
nor buy each other, though they acquire children of both sexes from other tribes, and adopt them into their 
own, or dispose of them if not suitable." In mentioning the redemption of slaves or seamen, perhaps Butscher 
was referring to the practice of capturing runaway slaves and occasionally selling them back to their owners. 
This area, however, was also known as a refuge for runaway slaves, perhaps from the Baga term kakine 
meaning "to hide or conceal."  
62 Those Baga of the Rio Nunez, in contrast, produced vast quantities of rice which they regularly marketed to 
slave traders and that were used in provisioning slave vessels for the Middle Passage to the New World. 
63 This comment is somewhat misleading, in that it wrongly suggests that the full course of the Rio Pongo was 
known as the Pongo. The name Pongo, which means "muddy" in Portuguese, probably refers to the large 
estuary that empties into the Atlantic just to the north of Marara Island. This is locally called the Big Pongo. 
The Little Pongo branches to the south immediately once one crosses the sand bar that blocks the river’s 
entrance; other smaller estuaries meander along the coast and join with the Big Pongo on its right bank. 
Approximately 45 kilometers inland, the Big Pongo branches near Hell’s Island into two main streams - the 
Bangalan, which leads to an area much in the shape of an inland lake, and the Fatala River, which finds its 
ultimate source in the Fuuta Jaloo highlands. It was on the Fatala River that most of the inland missions of the 
Church Missionary Society were located in the early nineteenth century. 
64 The Rio Pongo, from the mid-eighteenth century, had become one of the major centers of slave trading along 
this coast, with numerous Europeans, Americans, Luso-Africans and African traders establishing trading 
posts, called factories, along its banks. African landlords who lived there received incomes as a consequence 
of renting land to these "stranger" merchants, levying fees for anchorage, waterage, and other services, hiring 
out the labor of their own people to ships’ captains who visited this coast, and provisioning ships with red 
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produced in the Mandingo country, the ground brings forth here likewise. Very little attention 
is paid to the breeding of cattle.   
his country has been very much depopulated by the slave trade, & contains, therefore, in 
proportion to the extent of ground, but a small number of inhabitants. The towns are not 
large, and the cottages greatly inferior to those of the Mandingoes. The people appear to be 
more of a phleghmatic temper, of a quiet, peaceable, harmless disposition, and [ms. 11] treat 
their slaves with a kindness and condescension truly remarkable, so that they, in general, eat 
and drink with their masters. If a slave is able to earn any thing besides the work appointed 
him, it is commonly left him as his own. In short, they treat their slaves as if they were 
children of the family; yea, it has even happened, that a slave who had conducted himself with 
propriety, has become the chief of a town.65   
ach town has its own independent chief, who in time of war sometimes unite for the sake 
of mutual assistance and defence.66 The fortification of a town consists chiefly in small 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
(husk) rice, livestock, water, firewood, and other goods that might be needed in the Middle Passage. Some 
Africans themselves entered the slave trade, either by dealing directly with ship captains or by working 
through those resident "stranger" merchants who were at the same time their clients. As long as rice could be 
purchased in large quantities from neighboring Baga peoples, these peoples, whom Butscher described as 
Susu, had not established large plantations that they staffed with large numbers of slaves and where these 
goods were produced. Farms that did exist tended to be small in size and probably produced only a small 
surplus of goods that entered the market. African traders who supplied large quantities of rice probably 
collected these surpluses from many small farms under their control. Perhaps Butscher added this comment to 
suggest, however, that this was a region where it would be possible to grow large surpluses of commodities 
such as sugar, cotton, tobacco, groundnuts, coffee, and so forth, that could be sold to European buyers. That 
would become the case after 1830. 
65 These comments about the nature of slavery, or condition of servitude, in the Rio Pongo suggest that in 
Butscher’s understanding plantation slavery had not yet taken firm root in this region. To a degree, this was 
correct. Slave trading ended legally for British and American subjects in 1808, but other nationals could 
continue to trade in slaves, as could Africans. Some traders effectively diversified their operations and 
developed plantations where they grew products for the Atlantic markets. Slaves who ordinarily would have 
made their way into the slave commerce were held on the coast and became labor available to service these 
plantations. Should a slave ship arrive in search of a "quick" cargo, plantation owners could take advantage of 
the opportunity to maximize profits by selling surplus and troublesome slaves, especially if others were 
expected to arrive from the interior at lower prices. Butscher’s comment better identified those slaves, or 
subjects, who were "castle slaves," or grumetes, those who were integrated into the operation of a factory and 
provided services that were locally in demand. Some of these persons remained slaves, but they were treated 
for all practical purposes as "free labor" and made payments to owners for the freedom to engage outside the 
factory or their patron’s service. In 1793 the circumstance of a group of grumetes attached to a British trader 
at the Iles de Los, who believed that they were about to be sold to a slaver in violation of local custom, came 
to the attention of authorities at Sierra Leone. In that case the grumetes claimed rights as belonging to land 
rather than to persons. See Schwarz, Suzanne, ed. Zachary Macaulay and the Development of the Sierra 
Leone Company, 1793-4. Part I. Journal, June-October 1793. Leipzig: University of Leipzig Papers on 
Africa, History & Culture Series 4 (2000), 3 and 25 August 1793. Butscher’s comment about a slave 
becoming a village headmen among the Susu, however, is mysterious, for no such Guinea-based example has 
been found for this period. See Walter Rodney, "African slavery and other forms of social oppression on the 
Upper Guinea Coast in the context of the slave trade," Journal of African History 7 (1966), 431-443, for 
discussion of castle slaves or grumetes. 
66 Generally each village was ruled by a lineage that represented the founder or someone of significance who 
had cleared the land. For all practical purposes, however, each landlord sought the protection of a greater 
landlord and gave him service in return for that protection. This service could be in the form of support in 
time of war or in tribute or payments of some sort. These alliances of villages and greater landlords became 
most visible, however, when war or rebellions came to the region. By 1812, groups of villages and major 
landlords, all of whom were hosts to missionaries and to traders (some of whom continued to engage in the 
illegal slave trade), often met to resolve conflicting landlord/stranger agreements and understanding that 
generally centered on the differences between missionaries and traders. The missionary presence forced 
landlords to ever enlarge the circle of conferences that were called to resolve these problems, and these 
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thick bushes intermixed with prickly bushes, which form a kind of crown round the town, 
about a gun-shot broad, only a narrow foot path is left.67   
n attack upon such a town is generally made by surprise & before day break; a small 
number of the enemy endeavour to approach & set fire to the town; the inhabitants 
forced to leave their houses, fall defenceless into the hands of the surrounding enemy, who 
being provided with ropes, tie & carry them off to be sold as slaves. If, however the 
inhabitants of a town are aware of such an attack, they keep lurking in the bushes, and rushing 
out upon their enemies unexpectedly, sometimes make them experience the same fate, which 
they had prepared for them. Since the abolition of the slave trade, instances of this kind occur 
but seldom.   
ith respect to religion, the Súsu are mostly pagans, acknowledging One almighty & 
supremely good Being, who they call by the Arabic name Allah, and one supreme bad 
Being to whom they give the name of [ms. 12] Allahniûchè / the enemy of God! Allah, they 
think, will do them only good, they therefore pray to him for every temporal blessing; but if 
they are conscious of having done ill, they lay it to the charge of Allah, saying, "We are 
Allah’s slaves, he has made us, and without him we can do neither good nor bad:" however, 
on such an occasion, they pray to him to give them a better heart.   
f Allahniûchè68 they are very much afraid, and therefore, build him little huts outside the 
towns, where they put, from time to time, rice, meat & drink, in order that he may stay 
there, and not come into the town to trouble them.69 They also beg the devil not to injure their 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
conferences tended to consolidate influence in fewer hands within the river. For a discussion of such village 
alliances, see Bruce L. Mouser, "Qui étaient les Baga? Perceptions européennes, 1793-1821," in Gérald 
Gaillard, ed., Migrations anciennes et peuplement actuel des Basses-Côtes Guinéennes. Actes du colloque 
international de l'université de Lille 1, les 1er, 2 et 3 décembre 1997 (Paris: l'Harmattan, 2000), 434-459.  
67 This refers to the practice of planting "living fences" of prickly bushes in a row (or adjoining huts), which 
provided a barrier to man and beast. The narrow entrance protected those on the inside; however, an easy way 
to force them to flee was to throw burning grass on the roofs of the houses. 
68 Henry Brunton, in A Grammar and Vocabulary of the Susoo Language (Edinburgh: J. Richie, 1802), 61, 
used the term Aleiûbui to refer to the Devil, noting that this was a combination of Allah (God) and iûbui (an 
enemy of heaven). 
69 In CA1/E1/117a, Butscher’s Journal, entry dated 27 February 1807, Butscher described shrines found along 
the path where people made offerings "in order that he [God or spirit] may do them no injury along the road." 
These included a pole "having an old cap at the top," "two pots full of water," and "holes dug in the earth, in 
which were the horns of oxen or goats." When he inquired of their purpose, he was told "that the devil dwelt 
there, & that in order to preventing his hurting them, it was necessary sometimes to offer something to him." 
Edward Bickersteth, "Journal of the Assistant Secretary," in Missionary Register (March 1817), 104-105, 
portrayed one "Devil’s House" as "a little straw hut – with a jug, in which they occasionally put palm-wine, 
and a broken plate," and another as "being a nest of termites, with a small hut over it, and a broken plate, and 
jug or bottle." In 1806, Corry, Observations, 60, wrote: "The Baggoes, Nellos, Susees, Timinees, &c. 
occasionally worship and offer sacrifices to the Devil, and are equally confused in their conception of the 
Supreme Being, of whose attributes they entertain an assemblage of indistinct ideas, of which it is impossible 
to give any clear description. They will tell the traveller with great apathy, ‘they never saw him, and if he live 
he be good too hurt them.’ Their acts of devotion are the consequence of fear alone, and are apparently 
divested of any feelings of thankfulness or gratitude for the blessings they receive from the good Spirit which 
they suppose to exist. The Devil, or evil spirt, which they suppose to exist also, claims their attention from the 
injury they suppose him capable of inflicting, and is worshipped under a variety of forms; at one time in a 
grove, or under the shade of a large tree, consecrated to his worship, they place, for the gratification of his 
appetite, a country mess, a goat, or other offering of this nature, which they may conceive to be acceptable to 
his divinity, who, however, is often cozened out of the offering by some sacrilegious and more corporeal 
substance, to which nature and wants it is more congenial; at some periods great faith is attached to their 
fetish, snake, the guava, and a number of other living animals and inanimate substances are the objects of 
their worship." See also Matthews,  Voyage, 64-67, for an extensive discussion of such shrines. 
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rice plantations, nor to suffer the witches to do them any harm. They sometimes fancy that 
Allahniûchè has given to one person, the power of hurting another by witchcraft, with 
sickness, death, or other plagues. Not all Súsu believe in this, but these, take sometimes the 
advantage of it over the generality of people, who have that superstition; an instance of which, 
I will just mention. Going one evening to pay a visit to a certain chief with whom I was 
acquainted, I found him in the midst of his women accusing one of being a witch because 
another of them was sick: When I talked with him, telling him he ought not to believe any 
such things & so on; he answered me in the whisper: "I know very well that there is no such 
things as a witch; but the sick person is my favourite woman, and I fear lest the others might 
give her poison out of jealousy, which has often been [ms. 13] the case in our country, and I 
therefore only want to make them afraid." Thus the affair ended.   
hen a person dies, it is customary with them to ask the body, who or what has been the 
cause of death, which they do in the following manner:70 The corpse, wrapped up in 
mat, is laid upon the head of a man; another takes a bull’s horn & speaks through it into the 
ear of the dead, asking him Who has killed thee? Hast thou killed thyself;” has the devil killed 
thee? &c. The movement made by the person who carries the body, & a kind of humming 
noise which a horn always makes, when held with one end to the ear; is then explained 
according to the fancy of the enquirer. Instances have occurred of a person being accused of 
having murdered the dead man by witchcraft. The man or woman thus accused, is obliged to 
undergo the trial by the Red Water, which is done in the following manner: The accuser & the 
accused, each of them accompanied by their friends & relatives, appear before the Chief, who 
with some of the elders, leads them a short distance out of the town. A fire is then made on the 
ground, and a pot, holding from two to three gallons, is filled with water & placed on the fire: 
a certain quantity of the poisonous bark of the Melle tree, which the accusing party bring with 
them, is there put into the water and boiled. The supposed witch sits down, and a circle is 
formed round him or her: one of the elders, by command of the chief, pours the water out of 
the pot into a calabash, & gives it the witch to drink, whose hands are tied. If the person dies 
whilst the whole portion of water is gradually forced down the throat, which [ms. 14] is often 
the case, he or she is judged to have been a witch, & has thus got the punishment; but if the 
person vomits up the water & dies not, the Chief pronounces him not guilty, upon which his 
party immediately catch one or two persons of the accusing party as damages & either sell or 
keep them as slaves; unless they are redeemed by others.71 However, since the abolition of the 
Slave trade, trials of this kind have but seldom taken place.   
ast year one of the head women belonging to a Chief died; she had been in our house a 
few days before. When she was asked who had killed her, or who had been the cause of 
her death, she gave no answer for a considerable time, at length she said: "The devil has killed 
me for having had the intention to poison72 my husband, because he loves his younger women 
                                                          
70 This description follows closely those given by Matthews, Voyage, 121-129, and Winterbottom, Account, I, 
235-238. 
71 This was customary along this coast. Trials of this sort were public affairs, attended by large numbers of 
people. The risks involved generally meant that the accuser was required to obtain the agreement of his 
lineage before he levied charges in a formal way, for the whole of the lineage would be liable for reprisals if 
charges were not convincing and if the process were not conducted formally. In consequence, such trials 
represented only a "last resort" after all attempts at mediation had failed.  
72 The history of this section of the coast is filled with stories of persons poisoned by those who lived close to 
them, often a wife, relative, or slave-servant. Strangers were regularly warned to refuse cola as gifts from 
strangers, for the stringent taste of the cola concealed the bitter taste of poison. Captain Gamble, "Sandown," 
entry dated 20 September 1793, wrote: "Mr Harrocks was dead, being sick only two days and that he turn’d 
quite black immediately after his death from which theres every reason to suspect his having been poison’d." 
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more than me."   
he Government among the Súsu is not so arbitrary as in the Zumbia country. When a 
Chief is to be elected, the people generally choose an elderly man of a family that 
possesses much landed property, and who is thought to be well acquainted with the customs & 
manners of the country, eloquent & of understanding. At the death of such a Chief, the 
government, as well as all the property of the deceased, is put into the hands of the oldest 
person in the family, till the eldest son of the deceased Chief gets a grey beard -- for say they: 
a man without a grey73 beard is not yet ripe for undertaking the management of his property, 
much less the government of his subjects. The son, having arrived at that ages of maturity, 
receives all the property of his Father, but [ms. 15] the government remains in the hands of the 
oldest relation till the death of the same, & even then, if the son is not acceptable in the eyes 
of the people, either for want of understanding, or any thing else, the elders of the town, aided 
sometimes with the advice of a neighbouring & friendly chief, elect a person, whom they 
think proper to fill that important station.74   
ll crimes (even murder, which, however, occurs but very seldom, & is almost unheard of 
among the Súsus) are punishable either by fine, slavery or ridicule -- witchcraft excepted, 
for a person found guilty of this crime is condemned to death.   
he most frequent crime, is that of Adultery. In some places it is punished by the fine of 
one or two slaves, but in case the convicted person cannot afford this, he is himself 
condemned to slavery: the sentence, however, depends on the good pleasure of the Chief & 
Senate, & sometimes the criminal gets off by paying to the husband a mat, & a black fowl, & 
being admonished not to do so any more.75   
hen the slave trade was carried on, theft was punished, in those parts of the country, by 
slavery, which was carried so far, that there have been instances where a man who had 
merely stolen a pipe76 or its value, was sold for a slave. Otherwise the custom of the country 
is, for the thief publicly to make restitution of the stolen goods, or their value, when all the 
people present laugh and hiss at him, which is considered a very [ms. 16] great disgrace. A 
Thief, who is not able to make restitution, become debtor to the injured person for the value of 
the stolen property, and the chief appoints a time within which he is to discharge the debt: this 
time elapsed, if the debt is not paid, the creditor gives information to the Chief, who generally 
begs him to wait a little longer. If, however, payment is not made after that, the creditor is 
then permitted by the Chief to catch the debtor, & to sell him as a slave.77 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
The prime suspect was his wife. See also Winterbottom, Account, I, 165-170, for comments on poisons 
believed to have been used along this coast. 
73 Matthews, Voyage, 93, described grey hair as "the silver tokens of age . . . [that] denote wisdom." 
74 It is likely that Moricanu found himself precisely in this situation at the death of his father. In Mouser, 
"Forékariah Conference," 228, 241, Alexander Smith reported that Amara’s appointment to rule Moria upon 
the death of his father in c.1796 "was objected to on account of his youth" and that his designation was not 
formalized until 1804. Matthews, Voyage, 75-76, writing in 1787, wrote that rulers were expected to know 
local customs, be good orators, be reasonable and willing to listen to subjects, exercise authority over his 
subjects, and enforce the laws. At a ruler’s death, power was often passed to a deputy who ruled until another 
was selected or the designated heir had reached a particular age.  
75 In 1806, Corry, Observations, 74, wrote that "adultery, and other violations of social order, are punished by 
fine, but absolution is to be obtained by money." Matthews, Voyage, 81, also noted that adultery "may be 
compensated by fine." 
76 This probably refers to clay smoking pipes, a favorite item in the Atlantic commerce. 
77 Matthews, Voyage, 81-82, with reference to assignment of debts or repayment for wrongs committed, wrote: 
"If the debtor refuses or delays payment when the debt is due and demanded, the creditor applies to the king, 
or chief, for his assistance; who sends to the debtor, desiring him to pay the debt. If after this notice from the 
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ith respect to debts not proceeding from theft, the Súsus exhibit a pattern of patience 
worthy the imitation of Christians, for they sometimes wait from twelve to fifteen 
years, however, if their patience is at length exhausted, they likewise in these instances, make 
their debtor a slave.   
Of  Matrimony 
 have already hinted that Polygamy is common in all these countries. The female children 
are promised & presented to their future husbands, long before they arrive at maturity; but 
the man after having seen his young destined bride, sends her back to her parents, or to some 
of his relations, to train her up for him, promising, at the same time, to maintain her.78 When 
the girl is grown up, if she refuses to take the man for her husband, the latter has the right to 
catch her as a slave.   
ll the slaves, as well as other property, which a woman brings his husband, either returns, 
at her decease, to her relations, or falls to her children.   
he eldest son, if of age, is heir to the whole of [ms. 17] his Father’s property, which he 
keeps, or divides according to his pleasure. He likewise inherits his Father’s women, who 
may either return to their relations, or become his women, with the exception of his mother. In 
case the eldest son is not of age, the nearest relative, or the Chief of the town takes care of the 
property, till the son arrives at that period. This custom is observed if no will has been made 
by the deceased Father. The form of making a will, is as follows:   
he Father calls one of his best friends, informs him of the number of slaves he possesses, 
& begs him, in case he (the Father) should die, to take care of his property till his child or 
children attain the proper age, to take care of it themselves; & then to give to each of them 
such & such slaves (here named). But as these poor people cannot write, the executor often 
violates the will, and defrauds the children of their property, especially when they lose their 
Father at so early an age, as not to know how much was left them. However, when the 
property consists chiefly of slaves, these slaves sometimes go to the lawful heir of their former 
master & discover the treachery of the executor -- they are more particularly induced to take 
this step if badly used, and, as may be easily imagined, such a procedure very often occasions 
bitter quarrels, nay, even war, between the heirs & the executors.   
oor parents generally endeavour to marry their daughters to Chiefs, in order to be the 
better protected from kidnaping, & from every other kind of violence, consequently a 
Chief has the most women. And, as he has to provide, not only for these women but also for 
their indigent parents, [ms. 18] & being, moreover, obliged to be hospitable & liberal to every 
poor person, as well as stranger, it may be easily conjectured that a Chief is, in general, as 
poor as any person in the town, since he has no income arising from his government. By the 
multitude, however, of his women, who allure to the town a considerable number of young 
men, he sometimes becomes extremely powerful: and though he may sometimes be informed 
of the licentious conduct of these young men, yet, provided he can but be assured of their 
fidelity in defending him, in case his town should be attacked by an enemy, he punishes it but 
slightly, if at all: should he, however, wish to inflict a punishment for such conduct, a mat & a 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
king, he refuses to pay it, or to satisfy his creditor, the latter gets the king’s consent to seize the person of his 
debtor, or any of his slaves or people. If this be found impracticable, by the debtor’s living in another town, 
the creditor seizes upon any person, who resides in the same town as the debtor, and detains that person until 
the debt is paid, which the people of the town compel the debtor to do immediately." 
78 Matthews, Voyage, 116-121, described this custom similarly. 
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black fowl, is a sufficient atonement.   
t must, however, be remarked, that deeply as the married women degrade themselves, their 
chastity is truly exemplary while single.79 The Mothers keep their daughters extremely 
strict, & are, indeed, in this respect, an example to many mothers who profess Christianity.   
n this country, as in every other where polygamy is sanctioned, the state of the married 
women is deplorable, they are looked upon as no better than slaves, nor does the husband 
take any further care for the maintenance of his children, than giving to each of his women 
one or two slaves to work for, & with them.   
he trade of the Súsus is confined particularly to rice, which is the chief produce of their 
country. Slaves, gold, ivory & cattle, are brought from the interior, and ex[ms. 
19]changed for salt, arms, ammunition, cloth, tobacco & beads.   
[Peoples of the Rio Nunez] 
orth of the Súsu country, on the banks of the Rio Nunis live, intermixed, the tribes of the 
Nellos & Lantamers, the former, however, are the most numerous: on the east & south of 
their country is a desert, & on the north the Caba country.80 These people are of a disposition 
far more savage & warlike than the Súsus, & are famous for their dexterity in using the 
cutlass.   
 once visited this country by water, & returning by land, in order to take the shortest way, I 
had to cross, for three successive days, a barren, rocky desert. I set off from Robeck,81 a 
town on the Nunis, about 110 miles from the sea shore, north east of Cape Verga, to which 
place the Nunis River is navigable for vessels of 200 tons, and arrived within sixty miles of 
the sea in the Súsu country.   
                                                          
79 An elaborate description of a marriage ceremony was provided by Conneau, A Slaver’s Log Book, 90-98, 
who visited this area c.1827: "The men made merry the while round a bonfire, discharging musket after 
musket and emptying tumbler after tumbler from a well-filled demijohn of New England rum. The rest of the 
night was passed in eating, drinking, singing, dancing, and firing. At daylight the matron factotum announced 
to the community that the groom was satisfied, and in token of the same, the white sheet once pure and 
unsoiled, was unfolded on the same pole with the tontongee and transplanted in the middle of the yard in full 
view and for the satisfaction of all parties." McLachlan, Travels, 26, wrote: "if any doubts of her virginity 
should be expressed or entertained by the matrons, the ceremonies are either entirely suppressed, or limited to 
the wish of the bridegroom: in some cases, she is returned to her parents, who view this occurrence as the 
greatest disgrace which can be cast on them." 
80 Butscher was technically correct that Nalu and Landuma peoples shared control of the upper Nunez; however, 
his use of the term ‘intermixed” was misleading. In general the southern or left bank of the Nunez was 
occupied, from the river’s mouth to the Kacundy rapids, by three identifiable groups. The Baga-Sitem held 
the area between the Nunez and Kapatchez rivers and further southwestward to the lands of the Baga-Kakissa 
of the Rio Pongo. The Nalu people occupied the river between the Baga-Sitem to Temana (Kissassi), which 
was situated approximately ten kilometers below Robugga. Above Temana was traditional Landuman land. 
Northwest of the Landuma were the Caba/Kaba peoples, among others. In April 1811, Butscher visited the 
Rio Nunez as the guest of John Pearce, who had sent two sons to the Bassaya School. For Butscher’s visit, 
see Walker, Missions in Western Africa, 253-258, and CMS CA1/E2/103, Butscher to Secretary, 22 October 
1811. 
81 Captain Thomas Campbell, who commanded an "expedition of discovery" through the Nunez in 1816/1817 
(CO 2/5, ms. 503), described Robeck, also called Robugga or Bobucka, as the name of Mr. Bateman’s factory 
or place. This was located below the rapids that marked the point beyond which large vessels could not 
advance up-river. In 1793/94 Gamble, "Journal," had anchored his 151-ton ship Sandown at Kacundy wharf 
near Robugga. Assuming that Butscher wrote this report c.1815, Robugga may have been the major trading 
center within Landuma territory at that time. 
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he banks of the Nunis are likewise covered with Mangrove wood for about sixty miles up 
the river.   
long the sea shore of the Nello country live a tribe of Bágos, which differ82 from that of 
the Súsu sea shore. These people are more savage, but very industrious in planting rice, 
& making salt, with which articles they supply the slave factories.83 With respect to the 
cultivation of rice, the Nellos & Lantamers, are still more negligent than the Súsus. Their trade 
consists particularly in salt & slaves, the former they sell to the natives of the interior for rice; 
& the slaves to the white traders for arms, ammunition, cloth & tobacco.   
he government, customs & manners of these people [ms. 20] are nearly similar to those of 
the Súsus, except that they have two head-Chiefs: that of the Nellos has the superiority 
over that of the Lantamers.84 The power of these Chiefs is also more arbitrary.   
[Conclusions] 
y casting now a glance on the degree of temporal & spiritual happiness of all these 
countries which I have just been describing, it is evident, that the Slave trade has been 
equally injurious to all. The grand question, therefore, now is, How can these wounds be 
healed? & by what means, on the other hand, may the evil consequences be removed which 
the abolition of the Slave trade has brought with it upon a people, that has, hitherto, had no 
other means of procuring those European productions. Viz. Iron, iron pots, arms, cloth, &c. 
which have now become indispensably necessary to them: they already begin to feel the loss 
of these articles, & well knowing the English to be the principal cause of these privations, they 
have conceived a hatred against this nation.85 
                                                          
82 The most populous of these Baga groups is the Baga-Sitem. See McLachlan, Travels, 11 and notes. The 
language of the Baga-Sitem differs from those Baga languages spoken in the Rio Pongo, and observers 
generally described the Baga-Kakissa, Baga-Koba, and Baga-Kalum as more politically centralized and more 
integrated into the rivers’ maritime commerce. 
83 Baga supplied rice, salt, and other products to local traders, but the major commodity sold was sea-salt. Fula 
caravans carried rice, ivory, and other goods to the coast, where these items were exchanged for salt, tobacco, 
and manufactured goods. Matthews, Voyage, 12, added that these Baga also traded in ivory and raised "vast 
quantities of poultry." Baga-Sitem red-husk rice was considered inferior to Fula-grown rice and was much 
less expensive. It was sold to slave captains as food for slaves during the Middle Passage. See Gamble, 
"Journal," 37v, 73v; James Watt, Journal of James Watt: Expedition to Timbo 1794, edited by Bruce L. 
Mouser (Madison: African Studies Program, 1994), passim.; and René Caillié, Travels through Central 
Africa to Timbuctoo (1830 / London: Frank Cass, 1967), I, 221, for discussions of traffic in Baga-produced 
salt. Conneau, A Slaver’s Log Book, 122, states: "A Foulah law protects them [Baga] from foreign violence 
(being salt-makers, this is their prerogative). Salt is regarded in the Interior as one of the greatest necessities 
of life, and its makers are under the safeguard of this law." 
84 Butscher’s comment implies that Nalu and Landuma were major intermediaries in commerce between 
Atlantic-bound traders and suppliers of slaves and commodities from the interior. To a degree, he was correct. 
John Pearce, a person of mixed Nalu and European descent, had resided in the river for many years and who 
had learned the river’s commerce as an agent of John Ormond, Sr., and James Walker, had by 1814 installed 
himself as a major figure among the Nalu and employed perhaps most Nalu traders within his commercial 
network. Any Fula or stranger from the interior inevitably dealt either directly or indirectly with Pearce if 
trading with the Nalu or at Nalu towns. Even in Landuma country, Pearce had occasionally intervened when 
disputes erupted between the Landuma ruler and the Fula emissaries who came yearly to collect tribute and 
who claimed suzerainty over coastal peoples. By 1814, many Landuma traders were also commercially linked 
to Pearce’s enterprise. The only significant competition to this network and Nalu leadership was centered at 
Mr. Bateman’s factory at Robugga. Bateman, located within Landuma territory, positioned himself as a 
defender of Landuma privilege and as a protector of the Landuma ruler. See Campbell, CO 2/5, ms. 503-504 
and passim., and Bruce L. Mouser, "Trade and Politics in the Nunez and Pongo Rivers, 1790-1865" (Ph.D. 
dissertation, Indiana University, 1971), ‘The Trade Wars, 1818-1835,’ 130-177. 
85 This argument, which Butscher explains more fully in the following paragraph, was a common concern at this 
time. The slave trade had legally ended in 1808 for both American and British subjects, and from 1810 
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 very frequently had occasion to converse with the Chiefs on this subject, whose answers 
were somewhat similar to the remarks I have just made: they say, "We agree with you, & 
well know that the Slave trade has, upon the whole, been prejudicial to our country, & is so 
still; but it has, hitherto been the only means whereby we have procured, iron[,] arms, cloth & 
tobacco &c. &c. of which necessary articles we are now, by the sudden abolition of the Slave 
trade almost totally deprived, except what we still get by the smuggling Slave vessels. If the 
English would carry on a trade with us, in our rice, wax, ivory &c. and by this mean supply 
our wants, [ms. 21] we should pay more attention to the cultivation of those productions, & 
particularly to that of rice: but, as we now get only the value of three or four shillings for fifty 
six pounds of rice for which we had formerly about the value of six shillings, you may easily 
conjecture, that this does not encourage the cultivation of rice, but, on the other hand, makes 
the people dissatisfied and suspicious of the English, who after having enriched themselves by 
the Slave trade in our country, now leave us destitute of those articles, they taught us to use, & 
which have now become so necessary to us, that we cannot do without them." From this, it 
appears, that a friendly and brisk trade carried on with these people would be a great means, & 
one of the principal steps towards compensating, in some measure the great evils introduced 
by the long continued, infamous Slave traffic. Such a trade would induce the Natives to attend 
more to agricultural pursuits, & this would dispose them to exercise the mechanical arts of 
peace. The greatest attention, therefore, ought to be paid to the rising generation, by erecting 
Schools here & there in the country, in order that proper instruction in the Christian faith, & in 
English86 reading & writing may keep pace with their improvement in these mechanical arts. 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
onwards British officials along the African coast and the Americans committed themselves to a policy of 
enforcing this legislation against their own nationals. Once British men-of-war began to blockade the rivers’ 
mouths or lie in wait off the coast for slave vessels, some resident traders began to diversify or at least give 
the impression of adjusting to the new rules of commerce. The slave trade became riskier, and slave prices 
plummeted. This was also a period (1814) of continuing warfare in Europe and the end of a war between 
Britain and the United States of America. Markets for African products other than slaves were slow to 
develop. Part of the problem lay with the Navigation Acts, which stipulated that all produce entering a British 
territory must be carried in British owned/registered ships and originate from British territories in order to 
avoid high taxes.  
86 Butscher’s identification of English as the preferred language of instruction reflected a significant but realistic 
emphasis shift once the Bassaya Mission was established in 1808. From the Church Missionary Society’s 
founding in 1799, the Society and its missionaries had focused efforts upon Susu, which they identified as the 
language to carry the Gospel into Africa. While English was the language of the British settlement at 
Freetown, it also was the language of the slave trade. In the history of CMS endeavors in West Africa, the 
relationship of the missionaries with Freetown, and particularly with administrators of the Sierra Leone 
Company, had been stormy at times. Many in the Society had hoped that they could operate without the 
settlement’s protection and support; some assumed that students prepared in the English language would 
associate too closely with the colony or with the dominant trade and that English education would actually 
retard Christianity’s spread inland. For those reasons, the Society ordered that English language instruction be 
avoided whenever possible. By 1814, however, attitudes had changed to some extent. Many believed that the 
slave trade would soon end and that regular commerce in commodities would spread civilization and with it 
Christianity. Linkage to a strong English-speaking settlement, therefore, was not only vital but also proper. 
From 1810, the Society’s missionary resident at Freetown, who acted as chaplain to the colony, served also as 
superintendent of the colony’s schools and supervised a growing number of teachers sent out by the African 
Institution. The preferred language of instruction in these Freetown-based schools was English. In November 
1813 Butscher was appointed the colony’s chaplain and became superintendent to a system of schools that 
enrolled between 300 and 500 students, far more than then served by the missionaries’ schools in the Rio 
Pongo. By 1815, at about the time this report was written, the number of liberated African children at 
Freetown approached 1,000, and an arrangement was reached between the CMS and colonial officials that the 
Colony would protect the missionaries and their property, that a new church would be built at Freetown, that 
the salary of the chaplain would be increased, and that all liberated children would be placed under the 
Society’s care. Since these newly arrived children came to Freetown speaking many different languages, the 
English language offered a means of integrating them into a single group. Above all, students would be taught 
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To this, the attention of the Society for Missions to Africa & the East, has been particularly 
directed, & under their patronage I have already, with the assistance of my fellow 
Missionaries, begun a school a Bashia, on the banks of the Pongo River, in the Súsu country, 
where about an hundred boys & girls, are taught our religion, & reading [ms. 22] and writing 
the English language.87 I have the pleasure to find, that the children learn English very easily, 
& I think it would be desirable that the English language should be more generally introduced, 
in order to attach the people so much the more to this country which of course must be 
particularly advantageous to the mercantile line.   
s a means of introducing, more effectually, the English language, together with the 
Christian religion, into this quarter of the world, the benevolent & humane friends of the 
poor African, so greatly debased from his natural simplicity by the slave trade, have thought it 
expedient to call some African Youths to England to be instructed, & afterwards sent back to 
impart their knowledge to their countrymen.88 As benevolent & well intended as such a plan 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
useful trades, with only the best students to be prepared as teachers, catechists, and ministers and the latter to 
be taught "native languages." For a concise review of this critical period, see Stiv Jakobsson, Am I Not a Man 
and a Brother? (Uppsala: Almqvist and Wiksells, 1972), 142-143, 176-184. 
87 One could better argue that Melchior Renner was the missionary principally responsible for building the 
Bassaya Mission station. Butscher also failed to mention that by 1808 only a few religious tracts had been 
written in Susu and no missionary was then fluent in the language. Some children at the school also did not 
speak Susu, and the missionaries were at that time increasingly dependent upon the friendship and financial 
support of headmen and local traders who sent their children to the school and wanted their own children 
taught in the English language. In consequence, the missionaries gradually accepted English as the language 
of instruction. Children spoke Susu and Baga in the playground, but even these languages were discouraged 
after a time. Missions to the Susu and Baga, however, continued to be carried in the local languages, and 
missionaries continued to translate religious tracts into Susu. For more on this period in the Rio Pongo, see 
Jacobsson, Am I Not a Man, 142-143; Mouser, "Trade and Politics," 83-129.  It seems, moreover, that 
Butscher by 1812 was convinced that a separate school might be built at Bouramaya on the Konkouré River, 
where special attention would be given to training teachers, catechists, and possibly ministers to carry 
Christianity into Africa, and in the Susu language. This new station, later called Gambier, was expected to 
serve as a seminary where Susu language and religious study would be concentrated. For the latter, see 
Walker, Missions in Western Africa, 270-271. 
88 Butscher was referring to two groups in London that had championed Britain-based schools to prepare 
catechists and ministers. The first was the Society for the Education of Africans, formed in 1800 to care for a 
group of approximately twenty boys (sons of headmen and traders in the vicinity of Sierra Leone) whom 
Zachary Macaulay had brought to England in 1799. These were enrolled in an African Academy located in 
Clapham and supervised by William Greaves of Yorkshire. Henry Brunton, who constructed a useful 
grammar and term list of the Susu language in 1802, visited this Academy several times. Brunton’s 
introduction to Grammar included a lengthy discussion of objectives for preparing, in England, students who 
would return to Africa as teachers, catechists, and ministers. Butscher visited this school before he went to 
Sierra Leone and before it closed in c.1806/07. The second sponsoring group was the African Institution, 
formed in 1807 to further the aims of the Sierra Leone Company, including the commercial transformation of 
the African coast as well as support for the CMS’s goal of spreading Christianity and civilization. The 
Institution lent its approval to several schools in the vicinity of London which focused on African languages 
and which maintained the premise that Africans were best educated in England. The Institution sponsored the 
training of several settler boys at these schools. By 1814, however, some missionaries and others at Freetown 
had commented about returning students who seemed ill prepared to fit into conditions at Freetown. Some 
had obtained few skills that were useful to the settlement, and others were dissatisfied with positions that they 
were able to obtain on their return. Some reverted to their fathers’ trades outside of Freetown and were 
assumed to be dealing in slaves. Few became teachers, catechists, or ministers. For the Clapham Academy, 
see George Smith, Short History of Christian Missions (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1904), 174-177; G. O. 
Trevelyan, Life and Letters of Lord Macaulay (London: Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1902), I, 43; Brunton, A 
Grammar, passim.; "Providential Antecedents of the Sierra Leone Mission," The Christian Observer 
(London), 72 (1872): 801-809; Jakobsson, Am I Not a Man, 108-118. For the African Institution’s 
educational activities in London, see African Institution, 2nd Report.. 1808 (London, 1808), 5-6, 24; ibid., 3rd 
Report... 1809 (London, 1809), 35-36; ibid., 6th Report... 1812 (London, 1812), 29. 
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may appear, experience has shewn, that it has not altogether produced those beneficial effects 
that were expected. Some years ago, more than twelve youths, who had, agreeable to this plan, 
visited England for the purpose of receiving an education returned to Africa; but I am sorry to 
say, that with exception of two or three (who being still at Sierra Leone, & in some measure 
under the control of the Society have not yet been so much exposed to temptation) almost all 
the rest have turned out worse than they would probably have been, had they never quitted 
their own country. I saw most of them after their return; and as to education, some of them 
were [ms. 23]  scarcely able to write their name: these fell again into all the superstition, 
manners & customs of their own country, in so much, that one of them, as I have been told, 
caused his mother to be put to death as a witch. Others of them, who had further advanced in 
education, became proud, exalted themselves above their countrymen, entered into the Slave 
trade; committed incest with their Father’s women; became drunkards, & were at length held 
in abomination by their countrymen, who began to exclaim; "If the White man’s books & 
fashions teach such things, their instruction must be abominable!"89   
t does not become me, neither am I at all able to determine how it happened that most of 
these youths turned out so very bad; however, this much they have told me themselves; that 
some of them had been too much indulged, & others too much neglected in England.   
n my humble opinion it will be far better, to train up School masters in the country where 
they are born,90 & to send thither pious & able men for that purpose; for the depravity of the 
human heart in Christians, as well as in Heathen, is ever more disposed to learn new vices 
than to be influenced by Divine Grace. Without, therefore, exposing Youths to the former, we 
may hope that God Almighty will bestow on them the latter [ms. 24] as well by means of a 
Christian school in Africa, as one in Europe.    
hus have I stated, as much as I thought would be important to those who take an active 
interest in the welfare of mankind in general, & of the unfortunate African in particular.   
ay the deplorable state of the nations here described stimulate the activity of those who 
have already come to their aid, rouse many others to take likewise an active part in 
these Christian-like & noble exertions, and may every Briton in particular, thus endeavour to 
                                                          
89 Hartwig, in CA1/E1/116b, Hartwig’s Journal, entry dated 6 December 1805, mentioned that several African 
boys who had been studying in England had returned to Freetown and only those trained in manual skills 
would be of use in the settlement. He speculated that most would return to their villages, where, like others 
who had gone to England before them, they would act "worse than pagans." Butscher’s description 
contradicted that given by the African Institution in 1808, which noted that the returning Africans were then 
employed at Freetown usefully as apothecary, deputy-storekeeper, boat-builder, and clerks. See also Hole, 
Early History, 134, for more on the returned Africans.   
90 Butscher was not the first to suggest that schools would be better placed in Africa than in England. In 
1805/1806, Corry, Observations, 80-82, an apologist for the slave trade and for African slavery in general, 
condemned the Sierra Leone Company and abolitionists for not having established such schools in Africa. He 
submitted ten recommendations, most having to do with the "establishment of a seminary of instruction in 
Africa" that would focus on "the rudiments of letters, religion, and science, and the progressive operation of 
education adapted to the useful purposes of life." Zachary Macaulay, DTH, Macaulay to Ludlam, 2 
November 1807, outlined the objectives of the African Institution in establishing schools at Freetown "to 
teach reading and writing but to combine with these elementary branches of knowledge, instruction in 
agriculture and other useful arts.” Macaulay cautioned, however, that slow progress would follow until a 
larger seminary could be attempted and that the Institution’s goal was to find a model upon which similar 
schools might be established "on other parts of the Coast." In the meantime, teachers would be secured or 
trained in England. Jakobsson, Am I Not a Man, 142-143, noted that the Society’s General Committee had 
accepted the notion of such an indigenous school or seminary as early as 1809, but that Josiah Pratt, as 
Society Secretary, preferred its location to be in the center of the slave trading coast as "a means of repaying 
the debt that Britain owed to this continent on account of the greediness of the English." 
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wash out the stain, which, as a nation, attaches to its character, for having, for such a length of 
time, sanctioned this horrible traffic of slaves.   
ay Disinterestedness, as well as pious & religious Zeal in this truly meritorious attempt 
draw down the blessings of Him who made the rich and the poor, the high & the low, 
the Christian and the Heathen, not because the one merited to be this, & the other that, but in 
order that one man might be the friend, protector & comforter of the other, & by this means 
mutual love become established over the whole earth. 
 
        (Signed) L. Butscher 
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EXTRACT FROM THE JOURNAL OF THE EARLIEST MISSIONARIES1 
 
he people known in this country under the name of Mandingoes, and who are emigrants 
from the Mandingo Country, inhabit chiefly the banks of the Kissey-Kissey, and some 
miles thereabout.   
hey occupy at present but a small tract of land. It may be walked through, from north to 
south, in one day; and also, in one day, from east to west. To the north, they have the 
Soosoos for their neighbours; to the east, the Benna Soosoos; and to the south, the Bulloms 
and Timmanees. The land, like that of the Soosoos, is low, and in many parts marshy; and it 
seems that it once formed a part of the sea, but by some revolution became inhabitable. The 
soil is very rich, producing abundance of rice, yams, &c.; but, upon the whole, it is destitute of 
other valuable productions, and no labour is bestowed upon the ground to improve it.   
hese Mandingoes are as yet not numerous; they may be four or five thousand fighting 
men. They are much on the increase, as no one of them is sold, whatever crime he may be 
guilty of. The law even is, that no slave born in their country is to be sold; though this law is 
frequently transgressed, under pretence that the slave is guilty of one crime or other. Their 
slave-town people are considered, undoubtedly, a formidable body, and their masters are 
always under some apprehension of them, as they have often risen upon them, or run away, 
and settled elsewhere. Even in this season, some of these slaves that ran away, about one 
hundred and fifty, were caught by the Sulamas, for which purpose the king went up to Benna 
to divide the spoil. The Sulamas got the half of them, as a reward for catching them.   
he Mandingo king as very little authority over his people. When he calls the headmen 
together, it is at their pleasure to come or not. He sent lately for our landlord, to come up 
to Benna to assist at the palaver. Our landlord did not move a step, saying, "Suppose I go, and 
other headmen, how easy it is for Murry Canoo to make yamfa with our slave people, and take 
the country while we are in a foreign land!" Thus the head men in every town refuse or accept 
the king’s order according to their own prudence. If he has not a well-founded reason for 
going to war, no man assists him.   
atient courage, it seems, enters not into the character of the Mandingoes. They are, no 
doubt, of a bold disposition, but not so when danger of life or misfortune befals them. In 
going to war with pagan nations, they are active, bold, and enterprising; but this arises from 
religious enthusiasm. To destroy a whole nation of Caffres is, with them, doing service to 
God. The Koran has a tendency to inspire them with cruelty, and to promote a savage 
disposition towards those who are not of their own denomination. The Koran itself, indeed, 
describes God as most merciful, and yet they themselves will not imitate the being whom they 
adore. Life in war-time is not regarded by them, as dying in the service of God excels all other 
                                                          
1 Samuel Walker, Missions in Western Africa, Among the Soosoos, Bulloms &c. (Dublin: William Curry, 
1845), 569-572, included an "Extract from the Journal of the Earliest Missionaries of the Church Missionary 
Society" that has not been found in the CMS Archive. This "Extract" is attached because it focuses upon the 
Mandingo people of this coast and may represent an even earlier attempt by the newly arrived missionaries to 
summarize impressions obtained during a three-month residence at Bereira in Moria state early in 1807. 
Longer journals of this period at Bereira are found in CMS CA1/E1/115, Renner Journal of 10 January 1807 
to 31 March 1807; CA1/E1/117, Butscher Journal of 10 January 1807 to 31 March 1807; and CA1/E1/118, 
Prasse Journal of 1 January 1807 to 30 March 1807. 
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meritorious services; and they believe that all martyrs thus dying are immediately admitted 
into Paradise. If they were a powerful nation, they most likely would make war every year 
with their neighbours, and soon convert them with sword. But, it must be acknowledged, that 
the sword is not the first and principal means to convert the pagans. The rule is with them, as 
they say, first to beseech and entreat the heathens to pray to God and learn book; nay, to offer 
them money, and to show them every possible kindness. If this be fruitless, then the sword is 
drawn, and the Caffres have little mercy to expect.   
t is well known that the Foulahs have war every year with some of their neighbours, but it is 
done, not so much for God’s sake, or with a view to convert the heathens, as to kill them, 
and make them slaves. Some weeks ago, the conquered Combria, in the Balia Country – a 
populous town, surrounded with five walls, and which repulsed this cruel blood-thirsty nation 
for many years.   
he enemy attacked it in five different directions, which the town’s people did not expect, 
as they formerly had to fight them only on that side, where the path led into the Foulah 
country. The exact number of them that were killed, or made slaves, cannot be asserted, as the 
accounts are various; tut that it was a town of several thousands of inhabitants, and all the 
headmen killed is most certain. The whole is here [Bereira] considered as a barbarous action 
of the Foulah king.   
rom this country [Bereira] to Teembo is about two days’ journey. The Foulah king gets 
now and then a present from the Mandingo king. He is very glad, I am told, to see people 
from the country when the sun goes down. The visitors must also tell him much of that 
singular water (the tide) which runs for six hours into the country, and then goes out again into 
a big water. The Mandingoes seems not to be of such a warlike disposition, nor of such a cruel 
nature as the Foulahs. They differ also very much from them in executing civil laws. The 
Mandingoes are strict observers of the tenets of Mahomet. What the Koran says is truly 
believed and obeyed. There is no doubt but that some of the Mandingoes are conscientious 
and upright, especially those who have devoted themselves to do nothing but to study the 
Koran, and the law of Moses. Such are devout in their way, and undergo severe religous 
exercises; for instance, they pray, perhaps, fifty or a hundred times in twenty-four hours. They 
endeavour to pray even oftener than God required first from Mahomet, of whom he required 
that he and his followers should pray fifty times a day, but Mahomet supplicated, like 
Abraham of old, and moved God so far that he consented to be worshipped but five times a 
day. These devout men are the better sort among the Mandingoes. They pretend that it is 
impossible with them to tell any lie, or to speak any falsehood. What they say or promise, they 
endeavour to perform, and to do justice in every one. They show also not so much bigotry as 
the ignorant amongst them, against those who are not of their own persuasion. They will never 
call a Christian a Caffre, or unbeliever, but think and act as the Koran directs them; that 
believing Jews and Christians have to expect a reward from God. We fully credit the assertion 
of Mr. Matthew, quoted by Winterbottom, that the Mandingoes respected him much, never 
calling him a caffre; and so they never call us caffres, or treat us disrespectfully on account of 
being Christians.   
ut to oppose Mahometanism by arguments is what they do not like at all. They avoid 
such conversations as much as possible. They cut them very short, by saying: Our book 
says so, and if this book will no longer defend them, then they refer the whole matter to the 
Judgment day, in which it shall be clear who is right and who is wrong.   
oses, they say, was sent by God as a prophet to white people. Mahomet, God sent to 
black people. When the conversation turns on Jesus Christ, they speak respectfully of 
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him, as so does the Koran; but the ideas they and the Koran have about him are full of 
confusion.   
hey say he had no father; and, as they express it, that he is made of wind. They also firmly 
believe that Christ himself did not suffer on the cross; but that some other person, by the 
counsel of God, suffered instead of him. They believe, also, that Christ is to come again into 
this world, that he is then to marry, that he is to have great power and authority; but, at last, to 
be much opposed by Antichrist. When in conversation, we exalt Christ over Moses, Abraham, 
and Mahomet: then they begin to flatter us, by saying that these four men were alike, none of 
them greater than another. But by a simple comparison, their flattery is found out.   
t happened once that one spoke to us in this manner; we showed him four articles of 
different sizes, asking him whether those were all alike in size. He said, "No," and pointing 
out the smallest article, said, "This signifies Christ, and the largest Mahomet." So when they 
tell us some history out of the Old Testament, and we relate it also, and even more 
extensively, then they are pleased; but they are also very ready to say that their book and white 
man’s book are all the same. In conversation one may speak his mind pretty freely. They are 
not easily offended. If they bring forward the above-mentioned point, that Christ did not 
actually suffer on the cross, then they hear it patiently when the truth is defended, either by 
argument, or by simply stating that he verily suffered death, and that for the sins of the whole 
world; that he is now exalted above all principalities and powers, sitting on the right hand of 
God. They take it also not very ill when we say that Mahomet was no prophet, and not sent by 
God. Brother Butscher, bold as he is, once wrote it on the ground in the palaver-house, when 
they were reading the Koran, that Mahomet was not a true prophet of God.   
pon the whole, they are zealous in what they know, and strict in showing the doctrine of 
their religion. Their zeal is promoting the case of God and their prophet is a lesson to 
every missionary, if not to every Christian. It must be allowed that a true Mandingo man 
contents himself not merely to make profession with the mouth, but he requires heart religion 
too. It is afflicting to see them so totally ignorant of original sin, ascribing the depravity and 
wickedness of the heart unto God, as the author thereof. 
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Page numbers indicate original manuscript page 
numbers in Butscher’s ”Account of the Mandingoes, 
Susoos, & other Nation[s] on the West. Coast of 
Africa.” Items mentioned in ”Introduction,” 
”Appendices,” and annotations are not indexed.  
 
–A– 
Adultery: frequent crime in Susu Country–15, 18; 
punishment for–15, 18. 
Alamami, Alimaami: religious leader; see Forékaria; 
title/designation of ruler of Moria–6. 
Allah: mention–11, 12; slaves of Allah–12. 
Allahniûché: Pongo Susu word for supreme 
being–11, 12; huts–12; gifts to–12. 
Alligator: mention–3, 10; dangerous to men–3. 
Ammunition: refers to cartridges and gunpowder; see 
Guns; trade item exchanged in Mandingo 
Country for local productions–6; bought by 
Baga–10; bought by Susu and sold in 
interior–19; trade item for Nellos and 
Lantamers–19. 
Amusements: mention–5; in Mandingo Country–5. 
Animals: see Alligator, Boa Serpent, Cattle, Hyena, 
Hippopotamus, Leopard, Sheep, Turtle. 
Arabian Nights: mention–5. 
Arabic Language: used in education–4; grammar 
taught–4. 
Arms: see Guns, Ammunition; mention–10, 19, 20; 
bought by Baga–10; trade item for Nellos and 
Lantamers–19. 
 
–B– 
Baga, Bago: ethnic group located along the coast 
where they were driven by Susu–9; identified as 
”strong, warlike & generous”–9; language–9; no 
slave factories permitted–9, 10; slavery in Baga 
Country–10; attack slave ships–10; description 
of land–10; occupations and produce–10; 
described as being honest in trade–10; of the Rio 
Nunez (Baga-Sitem)–19; Baga-Sitem described 
as ”more savage”–19; planting rice and 
harvesting salt–19; trade with slave traders–19. 
Bashia, Bassaya: Church Mission in the Rio Pongo, 
established in 1808; mention–1, 9, 21, 22; in 
Susu Country–9; mission school at Bashia–21, 
22. 
Bareri, Bereira: principal town in Moria/Mandingo 
Country; mention–6; population of about 800 
persons–6. 
Bark: of Melle tree, used in producing Red 
Water–13. 
Beads: trade good sold by Susu to interior 
traders–19. 
Black Fowl: see Fowl. 
Bull’s Horn: used by spirit medium–13. 
Boa Serpent, Boa constrictor: mention–3. 
Bramia River, also called Bouramaya and Konkouré: 
border between Susu Country and Kania 
Country–8. 
British Man-of-War: see Naval Squadron. 
Butscher, the Reverend Leopold: missionary of the 
Church Missionary Society in West Africa from 
1806 to his death in 1817; mention–1, 24; 
experiment with cotton production–2. 
 
–C– 
Caba, Kaba: mention–19; Caba Country bordered on 
south by Nellos and Lantamers–19. 
Calabash: of poisonous bark–13. 
Calico, Cloth: mention–6, 10, 19, 20; trade item 
exchanged in Mandingo Country for local 
productions–6; trade item for Baga–10; trade 
item for Susu–19; trade item for Nellos and 
Lantamers–19. 
Candinjy, Dunjay: tree, used to make canoes–1; used 
to produce planks and deals–1, 2. 
Canoes: made from Candinjy and Melle woods–1; 
size of canoes–1; used in carrying produce to 
Sierra Leone–5, 6. 
Cape Verga: located approximately halfway between 
mouths of Nunez and Pongo rivers; mention–19. 
Carolina Rice: grown in Mandingo Country–2; 
yields three crops per year–2; introduced c.1805 
from America–2; less desired by local 
peoples–2, 3. 
Casada, Cassava: agricultural produce of Mandingo 
Country–2. 
Cattle, Horned Cattle: raised in Mandingo 
Country–3; sold on coast as a trade item–6, 18; 
raised in Zumbia Country–7; in Kania 
Country–9; few raised in Susu Country–10. 
Channeling: see Spirit World. 
Chief Towns: see Bareri, Farikaria, Malaga, 
Malakorie, Towns; role/power of chiefs in Susu 
Country–11; selection of chiefs–14, 15; income 
to chiefs–18; power of chiefs in Lantamer and 
Nello countries–19. 
Children: see Returned African Students; sent to 
Koranic schools–3, 4; parents of–3, 4; sent to 
Fuuta Jaloo for education–4; inheritance 
practice in Susu Country–16, 17. 
Christians: see English Language; mention–5, 18, 
22; learn lessons from Muslim educational 
practice–5. 
Church Missionary Society: see Society for Missions 
to Africa & the East. 
Cloth: see Calico. 
Coffee: local production; type known as Mandingo 
coffee–1, 6; of excellent quality–1; produced as 
trade item–6. 
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Columbine, Governor Edward: Governor of Sierra 
Leone in 1810 and 1811; mention–5, 6. 
Commercial Honesty: among Baga–10. 
Commodities Commerce, Legitimate Trade: to 
replace slave trading–20, 21; linked to use of 
England language–21, 22. 
Cotton: grown ”wild” in Mandingo Country–2; of 
short fiber variety–2; experiment by Butscher–2; 
method of broadcasting seed during planting 
season–3. 
Crimes: see Adultery, Criminal Justice, Theft, 
Poison, Red Water, Witchcraft. 
Criminal Justice system: in Susu Country–15, 18; a 
fine of a mat and a black fowl–15, 18. 
Cultivation; agricultural produce; see Casada, 
Coffee, Cotton, Rice, Sugar Cane, Yams. 
Customs, Manners, Protocol: in Mandingo 
Country–5; in Kania Country–9; in Susu 
Country–14, 15, 16. 
Cutlass: trade item exchanged in Mandingo Country 
for local productions–6; use by Lantamers and 
Nellos–19. 
 
–D– 
Deals: type of cut timber; see Candinjy Tree; 
mention–1, 2. 
Death: see Witches; funerary customs–13; as 
punishment for adultery–15. 
Debts, Debt Slavery: mention–16; in Susu 
Country–16. 
Debrika: large town in Zumbia Country–8; 
population of about 1000 persons–8; 
predominantly Muslim population–8. 
Debrika River: located in Zumbia/Sumbia region; 
mention–7, 8; navigable to 40 miles from sea–7; 
divides Zumbia Country from Kania Country–9. 
Dental Hygiene: in Mandingo Country–3. 
Desert: mention–19. 
Domestic Slavery: in Susu Country–11; compared to 
contractual obligation–11; possibility of 
increasing slave’s economic wealth and 
economic/political position–11. 
 
–E– 
Earthen Pots: produced by Baga–10. 
Education: in Mandingo Country–3, 4, 5; in Fuuta 
Jaloo–4; rote learning–4, 5; in Zumbia 
Country–7; proposed schools in Sierra 
Leone–22, 23, 24. 
English, England: hatred toward English as a 
consequence of curtailing trade–20. 
English Language: used in instruction at Bashia 
mission station–21, 22; attach indigenous 
peoples more closely to commodities’ 
commerce and to England–22; linked to spread 
of Christianity–22. 
 
–F– 
Fate: see Allah; mention–12. 
Father/Son Relationship: see Inheritance Practice. 
Fauna: see Trees, Cultivation, Grasses. 
Fence, Prickly Bushes: see Fortifications, Towns; 
use as fortifications around towns in Susu 
Country–11. 
Fines: as punishment in criminal justice–15. 
Firearms: see Ammunition, Guns. 
Farikaria, Forékaria: principal town in 
Moria/Mandingo Country; mention–6; 
residence of ruler of Moria–6; population of 
about 800 persons–6. 
Fortifications: mention–11; around towns in Susu 
Country–11; description–11. 
Fowl, Black Fowl: mat and black fowl as a fine to be 
paid for misconduct–15, 18. 
Freetown: political/commercial British settlement at 
mouth of Sierra Leone; indenturing slaves at–5; 
called ”our Settlement”–6. 
Fula: ethnic group in the Fuuta Jaloo; see Education; 
schools among the Fula–4. 
Fula Country: schools in–4. 
Funerary Customs: in Susu Country–13. 
 
–G– 
Gold: brought from interior and sold on coast as trade 
item–6, 18. 
Grasses: indigenous to Mandingo Country–2; two 
types–2; short variety used for thatching 
houses–2; long variety cut during dry season and 
burned to ”manure” the soil–2. 
Guns: trade item exchanged in Mandingo Country 
for local productions–6. 
 
–H– 
Hippopotamus: mention–3, 10. 
Houses, Buildings, Construction: thatching–2; in 
Susu Country–10; in Mandingo Country–10. 
Husband/Wife Relationship: see Polygamy; as part 
of inheritance–17; in Susu Country–17, 18; 
husband responsible for care to ”indigent 
parents” of wife–17, 18; ”licentious conduct” of 
wives–18. 
Hyena: mention–3. 
 
–I– 
Incest: mention–23. 
Indenturing Slaves: mention–5. 
Inheritance Practices: in Susu Country–14, 15, 16, 
17; use of a ”will”–17; use of ”executor”–17. 
Insects: destroyed during burning of grasses–2. 
Insurrection, slave rebellion: mentioned as ”not very 
improbable”–7. 
Iron: trade item; mention–20. 
Iron Pots: trade item; mention–20. 
Islam: see Education, Koran, Prayers, Schools; 
among Zumbia people–7; at Debrika–8 
Ivory: brought from interior and sold in Mandingo 
Country as trade item–6; sold in Susu 
Country–18; general–20, 21. 
 
–K– 
Kania: ethnic group located in the Debrika River; 
mention–1, 9; identified as ”generally 
Pagans”–9. 
Kania Country: mention–1, 8; bordered to south by 
Zumbia Country and on north by Susus at 
Bramia River–9; soils–9; cattle in–9. 
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Kidnaping: mention–5, 17; in Mandingo Country–5; 
in Sierra Leone–5. 
Koran, Quran: mention–3, 4, 5; source for prayers–4, 
5. 
 
–L– 
Labias, Labaya: ethnic Susu speakers located east of 
main Susu group of the Rio Pongo region–9. 
Land Ownership: necessarily required for election to 
chief/headman–14. 
Lantamer, Landuma: ethnic group located in the 
headwaters of Kacundy in the Rio Nunez; site of 
principal factories in the upper Nunez; 
mention–1, 9, 19; intermixed with Nellos–19; 
more warlike than Susu–19; dexterous with 
cutlass–19. 
Lantamer Country: bordered on south by Susu 
Country, on southeast by desert, and north by 
Caba Country–19; less numerous than 
Nellos–19; trade with interior peoples and slave 
traders–19; political system–19. 
Law: based on Koranic teaching–5; law books–5; in 
Zumbia Country–9. 
 
–M– 
Malaga, Maliguia: principal town in 
Moria/Mandingo Country; mention–6; 
population of about 800 persons–6. 
Malakorie, Melicori: principal town in 
Moria/Mandingo Country; mention–6; 
population of about 800 persons–6. 
Mandingo, Mandingoe: see Mandingo Country; 
ethnic group located in the Melicori, Forékaria, 
and Bereira rivers; mention–1; described–3, 5, 6; 
Muslims–3; described as bigotted–5; described 
as slave smugglers–5, 6; described as 
”treacherous”–6. 
Mandingo Country, Moria: see Coffee, Education, 
Traditions, Schools; also known as Moria, 
Kisi-Kisi; physical/geographical description–1, 
2; rivers of Mandingo Country–1; fauna in 
Mandingo Country–1, 2; soils–2; crops 
produced in–2; animals in Mandingo 
Country–3; education in Mandingo Country–3, 
4, 5; customs–5; produce sold to Sierra Leone–5; 
population density–6; trade–6; chief towns–6; 
slavery in Mandingo Country–6; bordered to 
north by Zumbias/Sumbias–7; house 
construction–10. 
Mangrove Wood, Mangroves; see Swamps; mention 
along Rio Pongo–10; along Rio Nunez–19. 
Mania, Manéah: large town in Zumbia Country–8; 
population of about 1500 persons–8; based of 
Sangra hills, on the Mania River, and eight miles 
east of Wonkaphong–8. 
Mania, Manéah River: located in Zumbia/Sumbia 
region–7, 8; navigable to 40 miles from sea–7. 
Matrimony: in Susu Country–16, 17, 18. 
Mats: produced by Baga–10; mat and black fowl as a 
fine to be paid for misconduct–15, 18. 
Melle Tree: see Candinjy, Red Water, Canoes; used 
to make canoes–1; hard wood–1; heavier than 
water–1; worm resistant–1; bark used to make 
Red Water–1, 13. 
Mother/Daughter Relationship: in Susu Country–18. 
Muslim: religious identification of Mandingos–3. 
 
–N– 
Naval Squadron: slaver/slaves taken to Sierra 
Leone–5. 
Nello, Nalu: ethnic group located approximately 
midway between the mouth and site of trading 
factories in the Rio Nunez; mention–1, 19; 
intermixed with Lantamers–19; more numerous 
than Lantamers–19; more warlike than Susu–19; 
dexterous with cutlass–19. 
Nello Country: mention–1, 6, 9; population 
density–6; bordered on south by Susu–9, 19; 
bordered on east and south by desert, on north by 
Caba Country–19; trade with interior peoples 
and slave traders–19; political system–19. 
Nunis, Rio Nunez: see Bagos, Nellos, Lantamers; 
mention–19; mangroves extend 60 miles inland 
along the river’s banks–19. 
 
–P– 
Offerings to Allahniûché: practice in Susu 
Country–12; purpose of offering–12. 
Pagan, Animist, Non-believers: among Zumbia 
people–7; in Zumbia Country–7, 8, 9; in Kania 
Country–9; pagan rites–9; Susu of Rio 
Pongo–11; Susu name of ”supreme being,” 
Allahiûché–11. 
Palm Oil: produced by Baga–10. 
Palm Tree: in Mandingo Country–2. 
Pipe, Tobacco Pipe: mention–15. 
Poison: see Witches; poisonous bark of Melle 
tree–13. 
Polygamy: among the Susu of the Rio Pongo–12, 13, 
16, 17, 18; jealousy of ”women”/wives–12, 13, 
14; contractual marriage–16; consequence of 
woman’s refusal to abide by contract–16. 
Pongo River, Rio Pongo: see Bashia; site of major 
slave trading and early Church Missionary 
Society schools and missions in early nineteenth 
century; mention–1, 10; fed by ”many little 
brooks”–10; ”main” river Pongo mention–10; 
navigable for about 70 miles from sea–10; banks 
of mangroves–10. 
Population density: in Mandingo Country–6; in Susu 
Country–6; in Nalu Country–6; tendency to 
overestimate population of towns–8. 
Prayers: learned from the Koran–3, 4, 5. 
Property: in inheritance practice–16, 17. 
Punishment: see Criminal Justice. 
Quia Port, Quiaport, Soumbou River: located in 
Zumbia/Sumbia region–7; navigable to 40 miles 
from sea–7. 
 
–R– 
Red Water: type of trial-by-ordeal to determine 
innocence or guilt; see Melle Tree; mention–1, 
13; description–13, 14. 
Redemption: slave redemption–14. 
Religion: see Christian, Islam, Pagan. 
Religious Huts: mention in Susu Country–12; placed 
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outside of towns–12. 
Returned African Students: mention–22, 23; joined 
their fathers’ commerces in slave trading–23. 
Rice: agricultural produce of Mandingo Country–2; 
Carolina Rice grown in Mandingo Country–2; 
crop rotations–3; preferred planting areas–3; 
method of seeding–3; sweet rice bread used to 
entice captured children–5, 6; grown in 
Mandingo Country as trade item–6; grown in 
Zumbia/Sumbia region–7; sold to Baga–10; as 
offering to Allahniûché–12; rice plantations or 
farms in Susu Country–12; grown by and traded 
by Baga-Sitem–19; commodities commerce in 
rice–20, 21. 
Rivers: Rio Pongo–1; in Mandingo Country–1; 
source of rivers–1; in Zumbia/Sumbia region–7; 
Quia Port–7; Mania–7; Debrika–9; Bramia–9; 
Rio Nunez–19. 
Robeck, Robugga, Boké: town in upper Nunez; 
mention–19; located approximately 110 miles 
from sea–19; port for ocean bound vessels of 
200 tons weight–19. 
 
–S– 
Salt: processed on the coast for sale in interior; salt 
trade among Mandingos–6; processed by 
Zumbia/Sumbia–7; processed by Baga–10; salt 
trade among the Susu–19; processed by and 
traded by Baga-Sitem–19. 
Sangra hills, Sangara: foothills of the Fuuta Jaloo 
that reach within 40 kilometers of the coast at 
Sangara Peninsula; mention–7, 8; located in 
Zumbia/Sumbia region–7. 
Schools: see Education; in Mandingo Country–3; in 
Fuuta Jaloo–4; schedule of schooling–4; 
methods of instruction–4; Missionary school at 
Bashia–9; need for schools that encourage 
commodities commerce–21; encourage 
Christianization–21; teach skills in English 
language, reading, writing, mechanical arts–21; 
school for Africans located in England–22; 
report on returning African students–22, 23; 
proposal of schools to be located in Sierra 
Leone–22, 23, 24. 
Serpent: see Boa Serpent; mention–2, 3. 
Sheep: raised in Mandingo Country–3. 
Sickness: see Witches. 
Sierra Leone: site of British business and colonial 
administration at the mouth of the Sierra Leone 
River, capital named Freetown; mention–1; 
selling/kidnaping in–5, 6; trade with Mandingo 
Country–5. 
Slash and Burn: see Grasses; description–2, 3; 
conducted month before beginning of rainy 
season–3. 
Slave Raids, Slave Wars: technique used in Susu 
Country–11; defense against–11. 
Slave Trade: see Slave Wars, White Traders; legal 
abolition of–5, 11, 14, 20, 21; at Sierra Leone–5; 
smugglers–5, 6; reference to slave trader–6, 10, 
19; slave factory–6, 9, 19; absent in Baga 
Country–9, 10; slave ships–10; impact on 
peoples/commerce of the coast–20, 21. 
Slavery: see Domestic Slavery, Slaves; in Baga 
Country–9, 10; in Susu Country–11, 14; as a 
result of court decision–14, 15, 16; consequence 
of inability to pay debt–16; consequence of 
woman’s refusal to honor contractual marriage 
agreement–16; women’s status similar to 
slavery–18. 
Slaves: see Education, Kidnapping; used as 
barter/payment to engage a teacher–3; used as 
payment for schooling in Fuuta Jaloo–4; selling 
slaves in Mandingo Country–5; indentured at 
Freetown–5; towns composed of slaves–6; 
calculated as two slaves for each free Mandingo 
in Mandingo Country–6, 7; possibility of slave 
rebellion–6; payments in court decisions–9, 14, 
15, 16; in Zumbia Country–9; redemption of–10, 
14; treatment of domestic slaves in Susu 
Country–11; able to receive payment for own 
labor and acquire position–11; rewards to 
domestic slaves for ”propriety” (good 
behavior)–11; as part of inheritance–17; given 
by husband to wives–18; slave trade in Susu 
Country–18, 19. 
Society for Missions to Africa & the East, also called 
Church Missionary Society: mention–21; 
mission school at Bashia–21, 22. 
Soils: in Mandingo Country–2; in Zumbia/Sumbia 
region–7; in Kania Country–9; in Susu 
Country–10. 
Spirit World: speaking to spirit of dead person–13; 
spirit of dead speaking through a spirit medium, 
”channeling”–13. 
Sugar Cane: grown ”wild” in Mandingo Country–2. 
Sumbia: see Zumbia.  
Sumbuya: see Zumbia Country.   
Susu, Susoos: largest ethnic group along the coast of 
Guinea/Conakry; mention–1, 10; language 
spoken extensively along coast–10; 
described–10, 11; described as ”of a 
phleghmatic temper, of a quiet, peaceable, 
harmless disposition”–10, 11; treatment of 
slaves–11; religion of–11, 12; polygamy–12, 13; 
funerary customs–13; Red Water trial–13, 14; 
spirit medium–13; described as having 
”patience”–16; status of women–18. 
Susu Country: see Domestic Slavery; mention–1, 6, 
9, 10, 11; population density–6; bordered on 
southeast by Kania Country and Bramia 
River–9; bordered on north by Nellos and 
Lantamers, on east by Labia Susu, on south by 
Kanias, and on west by Baga–9; goods bought 
from Baga–10; goods sold to Baga–10; 
rivers–10; wild animals–10; ”neglect” of 
cultivation–10; soil–10; agricultural 
production–10; few cattle raised–10; former 
dependence on slave commerce–10; 
depopulation as a consequence of slave 
trade–10; towns small–10; description of 
domestic slavery–11; political and land tenure 
systems–11, 14; warfare–11; political 
structure–14, 15; selection of 
chiefs/headmen–14, 15; inheritance 
practices–14, 15, 16, 17; criminal justice–15, 16; 
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treatment of strangers–18; trade in Susu 
Country–18, 19. 
Swamps, Mangroves: mention–10; in Baga 
Country–10; in Nunez–19. 
–T– 
Teacher, Marabout, Moriman: in Koranic schools–3; 
paid one or two slaves for teaching students–3; 
payment in Fuuta Jaloo–4; methods of 
instruction used by–4; in Zumbia Country–7; 
described as ”treacherous”–7. 
Teeth, Mandingo Teeth: described–3. 
Thatching: made from grasses–2. 
Theft: crime in Susu Country–15; restitution 
expected–15, 16. 
Tobacco: trade item exchanged in Mandingo 
Country for local productions–6; pipe–15; sold 
into interior–19. 
Tools, Farm Tools: scraper–3. 
Tornado: violent wind storms, accompanied by 
lightening and heavy rains; see Slash and Burn. 
Towns: see Bareri, Bashia, Debrika, Farikaria, 
Malaga, Malakorie, Mania, Robeck, 
Wonkaphong; slave towns–6; small towns in 
Susu Country–10; slave as ”chief of a town”–11; 
power/role of chiefs–11; town fortifications in 
Susu Country–11. 
Trade: see Ammunition, Beads, Calico, Cattle, 
Coffee, Earthen pots, Gold, Guns, Iron, Iron 
Pots, Ivory, Mats, Palm Oil, Rice, Salt, Slave 
Trade, Tobacco, Wax; Mandingo trade–6; Susu 
trade–18, 19; between coast and interior–6, 18, 
19; Nello and Lantamer trade–19; impact of 
abolition of slave trade upon commerce–20, 21. 
Tradition: taught in Muslim schools–5. 
Trees: see Candingjy, Melle, Palm. 
Trials: see Law; Red Water–13. 
Turtle: along the Rio Pongo–10. 
 
–W–  
War, Warfare: mention–11, 18; independence of 
chiefs in Susu Country in joining with others to 
wage war–11; techniques of war used in Susu 
Country–11; attack ”by surprise”–11. 
Wax: bees’ wax; trade item along the coast–20, 21. 
White Traders: mention–10, 19; in Susu Country–10; 
goods bought from Baga and sold to Baga–10; in 
Rio Nunez–19; trade with Nellos and 
Lantamers–19. 
Witches, Witchcraft: see Poison, Wives; cast spells 
to harm crops–12; seek assistance against 
witches and witchcraft–12; witchcraft as gift of 
Supreme Being–12; sickness, death, and ”other 
plagues” as witchcraft–12, 13; witchcraft as a 
cause of death–13; Red Water and 
witchcraft–13, 14; death as punishment for 
witchcraft–15, 23. 
Wives, Women: see Polygamy; use of 
witchcraft/poison against rival wife–12, 14; as a 
part of inheritance–17; many wives–17, 18; used 
to encourage ”licentious conduct”–18; husbands 
expect ”chaste” brides–18. 
Women: gender; women treated like slaves–18; 
solely responsible for maintenance of children in 
Susu Country–18. 
Wonkaphong, Wonkapong: large town in Zumbia 
Country–8; population of about 2000 persons–8; 
residence of ”one of the (Kings)” of Zumbia 
Country–8; located near Quia Port River and 
about 30 miles from sea–8; located near 
Mandingo Country–8. 
Worms: destructive to wooden items; see Candingjy 
and Melle woods; Melle wood resistant to 
worms–1. 
 
–Y–Z– 
Yams: agricultural produce in Mandingo Country–2. 
Zumbia, Sumbia: ethnic identification for Susu 
speakers in Sumbuya, located in the headwaters 
of the Quia River; mention–1; bordered to south 
by Mandingo Country–7; described as ”mostly 
pagan intermixed with” Muslims–7. 
Zumbia Country, Sumbuya: Baga/Bullom state in 
headwaters of the Quia River, capital named 
Wonkapong; mention–1, 7, 8, 10; soils in–7; 
cattle production in–7; rivers located in–7; 
religious identification–7; Muslim advisors to 
rulers–7; schools in–7; education–7; towns in–8; 
trade similar to that of Mandingos–8; political 
system–7, 8; legal system, customary law–8. 
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